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l. Negotiations with the United Kingdom
since this Bulletin last , reported on the united Kingdom negotiations (r), five
Ministerial meetings have taken place in November-aqd Dedember l96i and
January 1963.
A ministerial meeting of the Six was also held on 3, 4 and 5 December 1962.At the November and December meetings, the conference examined most of
the points still at issue.
1. British farming
The Ministers considered at great length the problems raised by the adaptation
of Britain's domestic agriculture to the rules of the common poticy. - 
.At the meeting of the Six, a joint position was agreed and was submitted to the
United Kingdom delegation during the fourteenth session. As the British could
not see their way to falling in with the proposals of the Six, the conference
decided to set up a fact-finding committee of Ministers of Agriculture and their
experts.
This committee, with M. Mansholt in the chair, was assigned the task of making
I stu!y-, product by product; in order to bring out the practical consequences ofthe different proposals made by each side.
A report on the committee's work was presented by M. Mansholt to the Conference
of Ministers
2. Financial regulations
The Ministers of the Six also explored
agricultural policy.
Discussions proceeded on the basis of
Commission, but it proved impossible to
the problem of financing the common
suggestions put forward by the EEC
reach agreement.
3. Processed farm products
At the thirteenth ministerial session (15 to 17 November 1962) the six proposed
a " soft d6calage " (slower phasing out) of duties on these products during the
transition period, and nil duties on three products in the common external tiriff.
The British delegation accepted this proposal for some commodities only, main-
taining its earlier position for the most important of the others.
Regarding their proposal as a package deal, the Six rejected the British counter-
proposal.
(r) See Bulletin 1l-62.
4. Association
a) Association Convention with the associated Alrican States and Madagascar
At the fifteenth ministerial meeting (19 and 20 Decembet 1962), M. Colombo,
President of the EEC Council, informed the British delegation that the negotia-
tions for the renewal of the Association Convention with African countries had
been concluded.
The President of the Council particularly stressed the importance attached by
the African delegations to the consultation procedure laid down in Article 56
of the Convention for the accession of a new member.
b) Countries which have not applied for association
As regards the Commonwealth countries that have refused association with the
Community, the British delegation asked, at the twelfth meeting that the EEC
should undertake to negotiate trade agreements with them.
At the thirteenth ministerial session the Six agreed that this might be done.
However, they emphasized that 'any trade agreement concluded with these
countries could in no case have an economic content equivalent' to that of
association.
Furthermore, in order to obviate the possibility of difficulties in the way of
United Kingdom imports from these countries after Britain joined the Community,
the Six agreed to offer the countries concerned a " soft d6calage " while British
duties were being aligned on the common external tariff.
They remain free of course to apply for association with the EEC under Article 56
of the new Association Convention at any future date if they so desire.
These proposals were welcomed by the United Kingdom delegation.
c) Miscellaneour
Arrangements were also made for some other Commonwealth countries, i.e. Malta,
Aden, the Federation of Malaya, Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland.
5. Article 234 ol the Treaty of Rome
At the fourteenth ministerial meeting (10 to 12 December L962), Mr Heath
reassured the Six that the United Kingdom had no intention of invoking Arti-
cle 234 of the Treaty of Rome in respect of her preferential relations with the
members of EFTA.
However, he stated that the United Kingdom's obligations prevented her fromjoining the Community before reaching satisfactory arrangements regarding the
EFIA countries' legitimate interests so that all might participate in an integtated
European market from the same date.
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6. Institutional questions
During the fifteenth ministerial meeting, Mr Heath made a declaration on the
institutional problems raised by United Kingdom membership of the Community.
He particularly stressed that the United Kingdom expected to have the same
obligations and the same rights in the Community institutions as Member States
of comparable size.
The Six said they were broadly in agreement with Mr Heath's statement.
The negotiations were resumed on 14 January 1963 at the 16th ministerial
meeting.
M. Couve de Murville, on behalf of the French delegation, demanded that nege
tiations be adjourned. As it proved impossible to reach agreement on this among
the member countries of the Community, the following statement was issued
after the meeting on 18 January. " During the 16th meeting of the Conference
the French delegation requested that negotiations with the United Kingdom be
suspended. The five other delegations of the European Economic Community dnd
ttre United Kingdom delegation opposed this proposal. The discussion on this
point will be resumed at the next meeting of the Conference in Brussels on
28 January next. " \
No compromise proved possible among the Six at the 17th ministerial meeting
begun on 28 January 1963. Each head of delegation thereupon stated his
Government's position on the matter.
Professor Hallstein made the following statement on behalf of the EEC Com-
mission : " From the way in which this Conference has been organized the
Commission is the sole institution of the European Economic Community which,
as such, has the right to speak. As the spokesman of this institution, I should
like to say first of all how much we regret that the Conference has taken a
course which does not allow us to continue to negotiate in the way we have up
to now. The Commission has sincerely tried, within the role allotted to it, and
with all its might, to further the negotiations at all levels on which the Conference
has been organized. In the last stage, that of making attempts to overcome the
difficulties which have arisen, the Commission was also prepared to do its utmost
to make possible the continuation of the negotiations and that is why it subscribed
to the idea of contributing to the continuation of substantive negotiations by
giving a reasoned opinion.
," In the situation which has now emerged the Commission, faithful to the functions
assigned to it by the Treaty, will use all its strength to reduce to the absolute
minimum the unfavourable consequences of the development that has taken place,
both as regards the Community itself and as regards all the relations and links
which our Community has with its friends in Europe and in the world. The
Commission is indeed conscious at the present time, as it always has been, of the
fact that our Community is not an enterprise conceived solely in the egoistical
interests of its members but that it also has a responsibility towards other coun-
tries, whose destiny is affected by its acts and omissions. "
Following the eight statements, the chairman of the Conference, M. Fayat,
announced that it was impossible to continue the negotiations because of their
failure to agree. He then declared the 17th ministerial meeting closed.
ll. Statement on the negotiations concerning the
United Kingdom's accession to the European
Economic Community and on the causes of
their interruption
The loltowing stutement'was made by Prolessor Dr. llalter Hallstein, President
of the Commission of the European Community, at the opening ol the political
debate in the European Parliament on 5 February 1963.
I. The Commission is grateful to you, Mr. President, and to the House for the
opportunity already offered to report on the interruption of the conference which
was examining the United Kin-gdom's accession tg th_" European Economic Com-
mfinity, to'give an account of the part played by the Commission itself and to
express its views on the course events have taken. To report so soon has perhaps
the disadvantage that we are still too close to what has happened for a final judge-
ment of its importance and its consequence's to be possible. But it has the advan-
tage 
- 
and this outweighs the disadvantage 
- 
that we can from the outset dis-
cover the course on which our Parliament proposes to set developments for the
future.
Eighteen months ago the Government of the United Kingdom requested that
negotiations should be opened with a view to acceding to the Treaty of Rome
under 'tlre terms of Article 237. After fifteen months of intensive efforts, which
made great demands on all concerned, the negotiations had to be interrupted last
Tuesday. As a result the first feelings were feelings of disappointment and regret.
Throughout the world, and especially in Europe, so many hopes had been linked
to these negotiations, so much effort and goodwill had been expended in the
effort to overcome the difficult material problems, that this was inevitable. The
otler main feeling was a feeling of worry and uncertainty about the future shape
of the Community and even of the whole free world.
In these circumstances it seems to me right that I should on behalf of the Commis-
sion begin by giving a short objective report on the content and the course of the
negotiations 
- 
a report that will necessarily touch only on essentials. In the light
of the relationship between the Commission and the European Parliament, this
report must also give an account of the role played by the Commission in the
negotiations. At the end of the report I will endeavour to draw some conclusions
from what has happened and to formulate preliminary views on the problems of
the immediate future.
II. In a letter sent by the British Prime Minister on 9 August 1961, the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom requested the opening of negotiations with a view to
membership of the Community and explained that the success of the negotiations
would depend on the solution of three main problems : that of the Commonwealth,
that of British agriculture and that of EFTA. The Six declared their readiness to
negotiate on these three problems, and they laid down no conditions for Britain's
accession. They did, however, make it clear that there were certain limis on
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what could be done to meet Britain's wishes, and that these limis were set by the
Treaty, by the comhunity law which had meanwhile been established, 
-d bi th;requirements of a genuine common market.
If we look back today on the lengthy negotiations, three stages can be discerned :
stage l,lasted from october 1961 till April1962. It was the stage of exploration,
of preparation, of, cautious reconnaissance of the other party's positioni, and of
getting down to deal with problems of substance. ouiwardly, the negotiations
made no spectacular progress during this phase. Both sides ciung to thiir initial
positions, and these were, of course, pretty widely divergent. The lack of visible
Progress in the shape of agreements on concrete solutions was due less to the atti-
tude of the Six than to the fact that the interhal political situation in Britain itself
called for caution, and that the consultation between the United Kingdom and the
commonwealth countries had not yet reached the point where it-was possible
for the British to go firm on particular solutions. In order to make some sort of
useful work possible. in these circumstances, the Commission's delegation proposed
that questions of principle should be left on one side and that theie should -be an
examination of the problems of substance with which the'Commonwealth countries
would be faced as a result of British membership of the Community. It was there-
fore suggested that the Commonwealth countries should be grouped according to
their economic problems in the following manner:
a) The highly industrialised countries, canada, Australia and New zearand;
!) .Tn" deveJoPing countries dependent on the export of industrial goods (India,
Pakistan and Hong Kong);
c) The countries which produce tropical and agricultural goods, most of them in
Africa and the Caribbean;
d,) A number of other countries which raise particular problems (such as cyprus
and Malta).
on the basis of this preparatory work it was possible to go on to stage 2 of the
negotiations, which closed at the beginning of August and can be descrlbed as the
most successful stage in these negotiations. on the Commonwealth pioblem in
part-icular great progress-was made during this stage. The British delegation was
anxious to concentrate the discussions on this subject, as the Prime Ministers of
the Commonwealth countries has been invited to a conference in the middle of
September.
The break-through was made on the basis of a proposal from the commission on
how industrial products from canada, Australia and New zealand should be
treated; there would be both consultation and special timeJimits by which the
common external tariff would have to be applied to trade with theie countries.
This meant that the Commonwealth countries concerned would be able to adapt
themselves gradually to the new circumstances and to enjoy during the transitionil
period a limited but shrinking preference on the United Kingdom market 
- 
and in
the course of this transitional period there were likely to bJreductions in the rates
of duty, particularly in connection with what are calied the Kennedy negotiations.
These exceptions to the normal rules were acceptable to the Community because :
a) It was possible to ensure that by the end of the transitional period the iommon
external tariff would be applied in toto by Great Britain as wlll as the Six, and
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b) The advance towards the final situation was clearly visible and would be laid
down in the agreement reached.
This basic concept of the Commission, which caine to be known'as the dicalage,
provided a solution for a number of other problems as well.
A second great success came with the agreement on arrangements for India,
Pakistan and Ceylon. Here again the solution was based on a Proposal made by
the Commission, which was taken up by the Six and accepted 
- 
with some
amendments 
- 
by the British delegation. The Commission had from the start
been convinced th;t satisfactory arrangements for these countries could only be
found by speeding up the application of a common commercial policy. Pu!
briefly, ihe-problem was to find how developing countries- such as India and
Pakisiin couid be offered a growing market in Europe for their industrial products
and so the opportunity of earning the foreign currency needed to put through their
development plans. As, howevei, the exports of these countries are mostly low-
price producti, arrangements had at the same time to be made to-a-void any major
iir-ptiorr in lhe European market. Finally, these arrangements,_1ike the inclusion
of safeguard clauses against market disruption, could not be allowed to contain'
anythin-g which could, in the end lead to freedom of trade being interrupted inside
the common market.'
The main features of the solution reached were :
a) Britain should give up all claims to a preference on goods from these countries
, 
imported to the giitistr market after the end of the transitional period.
b) The early negotiation of a generous commercial agreement between the Com-
munity as a-whole and the Commonwealth countries concerned,
c) During the transitional Period
i) Guarantee by the Community of India's and Pakistan's traditional exports
of cotton textiles,
ii) A safeguard clause and certain measures taken as part of the common com-
mercial policy in order to avoid market disruption,
iii) A cl€catage in adapting the British customs tariff, to the common external
tariff,
iv) Reduction of the'duty on tea from 20 Vo to O Vo.
I should like at this point to say that in my opinion the arrangements for India,
pakistan and Ceylor are a creitive achievement of the Community of obvious
economic and poiitical importance; I would like, too, to gxpress a lrop-e thatdespite
the interruption of the nLgotiations with the United Kingdom the basic idea of
these arrangements, namely the early conclusion of a comprehensive trade agree-
ment betweEn the Community and these countries, should not pass into oblivion.
A third important step forward resulted from the readiness of th6 Community to
extend the issociation provided for in Part Four of the Treaty to those Common-
wealth countries which are in a comparable position and to certain British ter-
ritories especially in Africa and the Caribbean.
The most difficult task was to find an hrrangement for agricultural producS fron
the temperate zone. From the start it was obvious that for the Community iself
and also for the Commonwealth countries concerned and for outside countries
major interests were at stake. Here too the Commission sought to help the
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negotiations tbrward by submitting written proposals. In the last few weeks before
the summer break a considerable measure of agreement was reached on essential
elements of both the long-term solution and the transitional measures. The discus-
sions 
- 
on cereals in particular were helped forward, though here too important
questions were left open. The British delegation, for initance, was unible to
give its approval to tt," text proposed by the community on the subject of the
future price policy. The transitional measures for milk products, beef and veal,
mutton and,lamb, sugar and flour also had to be left open. Everyone concerned
also realized that the measures envisaged would probably not prove sufficient to
solve the New Zealand problem. Since in addition to all thls there were dif-
ferences o-f opinion both among the Six and with the British delegations on the
method of implementing the provisions of Regulation No. 25, which deals with
the fina-ncing of the common agricultural policy, it proved impossible, despite
great efforts, to reach agreement on 4 August concerning the whole complef of
agricultural imports from the temperate zone countries. - In these circumstances
the partial agreements reached also had to be left in the air, as all the elements
in the discussion were economically and politically interdependent. I should add
th-at specific requests had been tabled by the British on pigmeat, eggs, certain sorts
of fruit, wine, tobacco, rice, cheddar cheese and a number of minoi products, and
that these requests would have needed further discussion.
T9 s-um up, 
-it can be said that in stage 2 large parts of the probrems raised byrelations with the Commonwealth countries were solved, even though it did not
prove possible entirely to settle this first complex of problems pui forward by
the British delegation. j
The results of the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' conference were on the whole
satisfactory for the Government of the United Kingdom, and so at the end of
September last year it was possible to move on to stage 3, in which we con-
centrated on the second large set of problems which the British wished to discuss,
namely, agricultural policy. As the United Kingdom Government did not consider
that it could accept the community ruling as it stood and without exception, it put
forward a number of demands, of which the most important were:
l. A longer transition period for British agriculture;
2. Retention of the British system of guaranteed prices and deficiency payments
till the end of the transitional period. within this system the united Kingdom
Government was ready to bring British prices gradually into line with prices i-n the
community and to impose increasingly heavy levies on imports, though these
levies were, during the transitional period, to be below the normal levelf
3. Alteration or extension of the community's agricultural regulations in a
number of 
-points, the main aim of which would be to obtain lupplementaryguarantees for the producers of livestock products.
4. Special arrangements for the benefit of British horticulture.
The Six were not able to agree to all these British demanhs. They were, however,
able 
- 
once again largely on the basis of proposals made by the commissisn 
-to suggest ways of coping with thc special problems of British agriculture without
departing from the common agricultural policy; it would in pariicular have been
possible, by permitting degressive consumer subsidies and, if-necessary, producer
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subsidies as well, to bring market prices in Britain gradually into line with producgr
prices.
On the other hand the Six were unable to agree to those British demands which
concerned the change-over from the British system of agriculture to the Com-
munity system.
Acceptance of these proposals would have been tantamount to accepting that the
British system could coritinue unchanged side by side with the system of the
agricultural policy adopted by the other six Member States. In other words,
acceptance would have meant that the common agricultural policy would not have
applied to Great Britain from the moment of Britain's membership, but only at a
later date, in certain spheres only at the end of the transitional period. For the
Six, who had made the transitioh from one day to the next, from 31 July and
1 August last year, this would have been unacceptable on political grounds. In
addition, reasons connected with competition policy made it impossible to agree
to these proposals.
This question was hotly contested. The British delegation did not feel that it
was in a position to make appreciable concessions on the main points. It was
suggested from the Community side that certain compromises seemed to be
possible if Great Britain would agree to the transitional period and to the applic-a-
iion of the Community system from 1965 onwards. As long, however, as the
British attitude showed no signs of readiness to compromise in these questions, it
was not possible for the conference to make any progress. To get out of the
difficult situation that had been created, it was suggested in December that a
committee should investigate the economic repercussions which would in fact
ensue from the application of the proposals put forward by the Community and
from'the application of those put forward by the British delegation. This extremely
useful piece of work, carried through under the guidance of my colleague Mansholt,
was completed on 16 January. Unfortunately, it was no longer possible for the
results to be fully used in the political discussion; but when the negotiations were
resumed the report put forward by this investigation committee produced the
definite impression that the work done had caused ideas to advance on both sides
- 
including the British.
For completeness I should add at this point that agreement had been reached
in Stage 2 of the discussions on one aspect of the agricultural problem, the
introduction of an " annual review " for the Community.
Although the agricultural discussions overshadowed the whole negotiations during
these months, solutions proposed by the Commission were worked out for those
Commonwealth countries in Africa which had indicated that for the present at
least they did not wish to be associated with the Community. The basic idea
underlying these solutions was once again the dlcalage in applying the common
external tariff to goods exported to Great Britain by these countries.
In another difficult sphere, the British request for nil duties on some twenty-six
tariff headings in the industrial field, some progress was made during this third
stage of the negotiations. For the most important of these items (aluminium, lead,
zinc, newsprint and paper pulp) possibilities of a solution could be discerned
towards the end. As late as 15 January this year the Commission forwarded new
proposals on the subject to the six Member States.
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It also proved possible to clear up a number of questions in the institutional field.
That, then, was the course of events. Let me close this review by summarizing
the state of play on 29 January this year.
Taking first the difficult but important nexus of problems relating to the Common-
wealth, it can be said that, except for the case of Hong Kong, t"he problem of thedeveloping countries of the commonwealth had in tfie main uen solved. An
arrangement had also been worked out on the importation of industrial products
from canada, Australia and New zealand. The complex of agricultuiur'i*poii,from the temperate zone 
- 
as important as it is diificult 
-"had not howeverbeen resolved, although here too partial solutions had been worked out. As I have
already pointed out, this problem was intimately connected with the questions oiNew Zealand and the financing of the common agricultural policy. ThL proposali
made-by the Six for dealing with processed agricult-ural produtts from the Co1111non-
wealth countries had also not been accepted--by the British delegation.
on the, second- group-of problems, the position of British agriculture in the com-
mon Market, the conference did not manage to reach agreeirent except on limited
aspects. r should, however, like to say atlhis point thit in the view'of the com_
mission this does not mean that solutions could not have been found. The real
test was still to come, and in the last few days of the negotiations it could be
noticed that the British delegation was preparing to reduce lts demands.
Ar tlq negotiations on the second set of problems were not completed, it was notpossible for the conference 
_to tackle in any detail the third set oi probt.rrrr r"ir.a
lv the united,Kingdom, rhar of the relations of the united Kingdom ;rd th;C'ommunity with the other Member States of the Little Free Trade A-rea. Not onlydid this question remain unsolved, it must also be said that the scale of th'equestion is still to some extent an unknown factor. The British Governmenthas intimated that in view of the united Kingdom's commitments to the EFTA
countries it could not join the Community until satisfactory arrangementi*"i"
worked out which would take account of the legitimate interests of all members
of EFTA and enable each of them to share the bEnefits of an integrated European
market from the same date. As there seemed little likelihood thaithe negotia[ions
not- only with Denmark and Norway, but also with Austria, Sweden, S#itzerland
and Portugal could be completed in a few months, it could only be issumed thathere too there would be a serious political problem to solve.
Tf,.l", were also certain_ important problems still outstanding in connection with
the- taritt 
-arrangements for a number of products, and the nritistr delegation stillhad certain reservations on the subject of the economic union. In the in-stitutionalfield there was broad agreement as-long as the matter was discussed simply on tt .
assumption of Great Britain's-membership in the community. on tt. otti,, trna,it must be assumed that a discussion oi the institutional structure of the Com-
munity- will raise a number of difficult problems when based on the assumption
that other States will become members. -
when the negotiations, were interrupted.there had also been no opportunity todiscuss the financial ciuestions or iertain legal questions'; it can,'ho*"u.r, b.
taken that they would not have raised any insluperibte problems.
III. The facts outlined above Iead to the following view on the prospects of the
conference: it is not possible to say of the negotiatlons at the momenf when there
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were interrupted that they had in practice failed, or to say that it had been proved
that they could not succeed. It is equally impossible to say that the negotiations
had already to all intents and purposes succeeded, in other words that they- would
without question have come to a successful conclusion. It would rather be true
to say thit they had reached a difficult stage in which the lritish side too would
have-had to make a number of considerable concessions, but that there was a
reasonable chance of reaching agreement. At any rate the Commission was
certainly looking forward to such agreement. In other words, there can be no
doubt that the chance of success was great enough to justify the continuation of
the negotiations.
IV. Since we must give the House not only a leport but also an account of our
action, I will now 
- 
wittr your permission 
- 
add a few words on the role played
by the Commission in the negotiations.
In order to describe this role I must first glance briefly at the way in which the
negotiations, were organized. The matter was discussed and settled at the session
of"the Council held 6n 26 and 27 September 1961. Two differing poinis of view
were expressed. One was put forward by the Commission. The proposal was
that the negotiations should- be organized on a bilateral basis between the Com-
munity, aci=ing through a spokesman, and Great Britain. This view ,was, we
believe, based-on sound prattice and on good legal grounds. The Council una-
nimously opposed it and decided that:
1. The negotiations provided for in Article 237 should be negotiations between
the six Stat-es of the Community and the United Kingdom' The States of the
Community should as fas as possible put before the United Kingdom a common
point of view.
2. The Governments of the six Member States, wishing to have the support of
the Commission in their negotiations with the United Kingdom Government,-agrg9d
that the Commission should take part in the conference as counsellor of the Six,
with the right to speak.
3. The Commission was to participate fully iq the work of co-ordination between
the Six.
The Governments concerned were to take the chair in turn, changing every three
months.
The Commission is still convinced that its proposal was not only right in principle
buf would have been better in practice. If would have ensured a clear distinction
between the taking of decisions within the Community and reaching agreement
with our partner ii the negotiations, and it would at the same time have made it
possible to in...ur" the iigour and the flexibility with which the Community
iursued the negotiations. Iiwould have ensured greater continuity-in their pu-rsuitlnd finally it iould not have left with the British delegatior, 
-as 
initiators of the
request, so much responsibility for the sequence of the work done by.-the confer-
"r." - 
this was left in large part to the British owing to the multilateral pro-
cedure followed.
This criticism is not directed at any individdal; we have seen on both sides
brilliant performances in the way the negotiations were conducted. The criticism
made is one of the system, of the method.
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In fact the role played by th-. Commission in the negotiations was greater than
appears from the terms of reference which made it co-unsellor of the "Six. It wasjlst the multilateral organization adopted for the conference which placea on ttri
Commission so much responsibility fbr the establishment of concerted viervs and
concerted action by the Six. It expended much of its energy on this task and
endeavoured to play the honest broker among the Six : for -only as long u, tt,
Six. were i-n agreemen-t was there any chance -of an arrangemeni with the" British
which could be transformed into a formal agreement.
our second task was, as always, to watch over the Treaty of Rome and the com-
Tunlly law based on it; in the negolliations too we had to be the watch-dog of
the Treaty. But that was not all. - The object of the negotiations was to deiine
the conditions in which the united Kingdom could becoire a member, and also
-t!e- ad-aptations to the Tleaty which British membership would make necessary.Nobody, least of all the-commission, failed to recognize how great the problems
of adaptation would be for so important a partner ai the United Kingdom, which
' had decidel olty relatively late to take pait in the process of integrition. con-
sequently the Commission endeavoured to give these-difficulties faiiconsideration
without losing sight of the essentials of the- Treaty of Rome. The success of our
attitude is visible in black and white. we may look at the problem of manu-
factured goods imported from canada, Australia and New zeiland, at the arran-
gements.for India, Pakistan and Ceylon, at the negotiations concerning the duties
on a series of important products, at the list of Commonwealth countrfis io which
association would be open, or at the arrangements for the irirport of agricultural
products from the temperate zone : with one exception all the texts -on which
a.greement has been reached between the Six and the United Kingdom in the past
fifteen months are based on a proposal made by the Commission.
That is what we have to say on the past of the negotiations. we must now turn
to the present, and to what Iies ahead.
V. Let me deal first with the reasons why the conference has been interrupted.
The Commission is aware that the Treaty of Rome leaves the question of acces-
si-on by a new member in the last resort to the unanimous and sovereign decision
of the member Governments 
- 
evidently on the assumption that the-identity of
the Community which results from its membership is a matter so closely bound
up with the whole policy of each individual Member State that it carinot be
entirely left to the Community institutions. It has at all times been the strict policy
of the Commission to keep its statements and expressions of opinion within the
boundaries of the Community sphere for which it has been given its powers and
responsibilities; within these limits, however, the Comrhission has never failed
on any occasion where this was necessary to express its opinion clearly and
unambiguously.
Without prejudice, however, to the decision which is reserved to the individual
countries as to whether they will sign an agreement bringing in a new member,
membership is unquestionably also a Community matter, and a Community matter
of fundamental importance. This is reflected in the Treaty of Rome when it
states that the conclusion of the agreement must be preceded by a decision of
the Council of Ministers after obtaining the opinion of the Commission. The
Commission is therefore acting within the framework of Community affairs when
it makes the following declaration :
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The manner in which one member Government took and communicated its
decision to interupt the negotiations is not in harmony with the_ duties imposed
by the Community. The results of an interruption affect the Community as a
whole, not just one Member State. The Treaty defines accession as a Community
mattei. ,T[re opening of the negotiations was decided unanimously by the six
member Governmenti at a session of the Council. The negotiations had been ,
going on for fifteen months. In these circumstances one might at the very least
f,aue-r*p..ted that the question of the future of the negotiations, if it had to be
raised, would have been-discussed fully and frankly amongst the members of the
Community. This did not happen, and our Community has 
-been faced with its
first real irisis. To say this is no exaggeration; not to say it would be playing
the matter down. The crisis is one of confidence, and that is what makes it so
serious. The life of our Community depends on everyone looking upon and
treating Community matters as matters of real joint responsibility. That is only
possibi-e if the Community system and Community procedures are-Iespected. The
iigtrt of a veto is also suUi6ct to rules, and it must be used with consideration.
It"is also necessary to avoid creating the impression that the Community and its
aims, the Community institutions and the Community procedure are merely
instruments of national diplomacy. It is no coincidence that the reaction has
been sharpest in the smaller countries of the 
-Community; it- is they -more- than
the others'who see in the Community system the guarantee of a fair share in the
discussion and shaping of the Community's fate.
VI. I wilt close with the most important point: with the repercussions of these-
events on the life of our Community. It would be naive to believe that there
would be no such repercussions. The Community is one of the p_o-litical- facts
of life in the six Member States; it does not live in an ivory tower. Not only are
alt the material problems'of our Economic Community intimately !oun$ up..Yiq
national problems and situations in the Member States; obviously all political
actions, tindencies and movements within the sphere of our Community also
affect the Community directly or indirectly.
We must therefore be prepared 
- 
and *" ure prepared 
= 
t9 find that in the
next few weeks and m6ntfrs excitement continuea to run high in the institutions
of our Community, as elsewhere. Just because this is so true, we must be careful
that our Communiiy suffers no irreParable damage. 
-Everyone is -a$eed that the
existence of the Community must not be jeopardized. This would, however, be
an idle phrase if the Community no longer functioned properly.- And that.is
*t ut *outa happen if it became the practice for the procedures of the Community
institutions to 6e subordinated to the thrashing out of all the underlying conflicts
which have come to light in connection with the adjournment of the negotiations
before their aim had 6een achieved. The functioning of the Community must
never be exposed to risk even in the most well-intentioned tactics. The Com-
munity is af'ter all something other that just a particular form of co-operatiol
betweln sovereign governmeits, something other than_a- permanent diplom-atic
conference deckJd o-ut with certain organizalional frills. It has its own personality.
In accordance with a carefully worked out constitution this personality speaks
and acts through the institutio;s. These act in their own right. Participation is
not a matter of choice for those concerned, but is their first duty and stems from
the fact that they belong to the Community. The Co-mmission must therefore
oppor. every tendency t6 allow interruption-s to occur in the proper functioning
of the Community institutions.
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This applies to their procedure. I have already said that on the material side
recent events will exert an influence at the point where there is a material
connection between a problem under discussion and the question of British
membership. But that is another matter.
When we examine the motives which have led many amongst us to answer recent
events with reactions which affect the smooth functioning of our organization,
it seems that the intention is to take action, intended to be clearly visible both
within and without the organization, to efface the impression that the Community
is dominatbd by a singlJpower, that anyone exercises hegemony within it. i
need not repeat what we have so often said 
- 
that the Community system, the
constitution of the Community is of itself the negation of any hegemony, the
organized and methodical rebuttal of hegemony. That is the real key to its
successful functioning throughout the years in which our Community has existed.
We must consequently fight against anything which threatens this valuable
characteristic of our system. But how ? Surely by strengthening the Community
system in which we find a complete refutation of any tendency towards hegemony.
As aiways in periods of confusion, there is a welter of faise comparisons and
false alternatives. The first thing that has to be done is to uncover them and to
get rid of them. What has happened in our case is not to be put down to the
influence of our organization; on the contrary, I have already given you my
opinion on it from the angle of loyalty to the Community. It is a consequence
of the fact that the Treaty, although it brings in the Community institutions 
-Council and Commission 
- 
makes the accession of new members in the last
resort a matter for the unanimous and sovereign decision of the member Govern-
ments 
- 
and by doing so introduces a veto. To reply by upsetting or even
systematically slowing down the procedures in our Community institutions would
make nothing better, but would increase the damage, and we would be doing it
of our own free will.
VII. You may perhaps wish to know why I am going at such length into this
whole question. It is not for the sake of criticizing but from a very simple political
consideration. In the disquiet and uncertainty.which has befallen us and all we
are doing, we must start by finding one firm point around which or from which
the rest can be got into order. This point must be our Community. For this to
be possible the Community must have authority.. It can only have authority if it
works. What are we seeking when we say that it must work, if not respect for
ourselves 
- 
and for what we represent as a Community ? Only a Community
which respects itself in this way can be the element of order that we so much
need today.
What is the system of which I am speaking here ? The symbol of this order, its
concept, remains unchanged. Seen from within, it is a democratically constituted
Europe built on a federal pattern. To the world around us it is outward looking
and is inviting others to join it. At Atlantic level it is seeking, in agreement with
American policy, to replace a system which harnesses one giant and a number
of comparative dwarfs by a partnership of units which are today comparable and
one day will be equal, a partnership of America and Europe. In other words, a
reorganized Europe which is not a " third force ", but entirely part of the free
world, the best contribution it can make in the circumstances of today.
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VIII. While we exhort everyone to press on with the daily round in our insti-
tutions, we are well aware that this is but a small part, the smallest part, of what
has to be done 
- 
flsrn our point of view indeed a part which goes without
saying. Behind this there is, of course, the task of overcoming the problems of
substance which have been left unsettled. There is first of all the accession of
Britain, which we too consider to be merely postponed. I can thing of scarcely
any sentence spoken during the interrupted conference which so much deserves
to be kept in mind by everyone as that spoken by the leader of the British
delegation, Mr Heath, when he said the British would not turn their backs on
the continent. To this we can only reply : and we shall not turn our backs on
Britain. The door must not only be kept open, but solutions must be worked
out to bridge the period before Britain becomes a member. An examination must
be made of the questions which have arisen in connection with the negotiations
for membership and which affect other countries : the States of the Common-
,wealth, the countries which wished to opt for a place in the association with the'African States and Madagascar, and the countries which have applied for mem-
bership, for association or other solutions. We must consider the repercussions
which the interruption of the conference will have on the form and the content
of the negotiations to be held with the United States on the basis of the authoriza-
tion given to the American President in the Trade Expansion Act. It is still too
soon to give concrete answers to any one of these questions, even tentatively.
But we have lost no time in setting about the u,'s1k 
- 
any more than time has
been Iost in the. capitals of the member countries.
In doing so we have discovered one important fact 
- 
that the great political
effort, the hard work done in the last fifteen months, has not been rendered use-
less by the interruption of the conference. The conference has made us more
keenly aware than any academic considerations could have done how closely our
Community is bound up with the circumstances, the difficulties and the political
realities of the whole world. It has forced us to think these relationships out
thoroughly and to work out very firm ideas on how they can be kept under control.
This work has not been wasted.
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end of
of the
lll. Resolutions adopted by the European
Parliament on 5 Feb ruary I 963
at the the debate on the statement of M. HALLSTEIN, president
Commission of the European Economic Communiiy -, -.-
Resolution on the intemrption of negotiations between the Six and the UnitedKingdom Government i
The European Parliament
1' Points out that the ultimate aim of European integration is the creation of aUnited states of Europe, a supranationar econbmi" uro"poiiii.aicommunity based
on equality of- rights among its Member States and endbwed with its own institu-tions independent of Goveinments,
2. consiclers that only^such a. Europe 
-wil!_bg able, within an Atlantic partner-ship and, on.a fooring of equality witih the united siates of America, to piuv lt,part in the defence of the free West, in the maintenance of peace ard in generat
economic progress,
3. Recalls that in several resolutions it has declared itself in favour of the
united King_dom and other countries.joining the European communitier, prouia.a
that their advent does not.compromiie thjprocess of integration and in^no *uy
lmpairs either the substantive rules or the inititutionat makE-uf of the Treaties ofRome and Paris,
4. Voices its. grave misgivings at the unilateral interruirtion of the negotiationsbetween the Six and the GovErnment of the United Kirigdom,
5. Requests the Council to ensure that the Confepence which was instructed to
examine the problems raised by the accession of further countries to the Com-
munity should continue regular discussions w_ith the object of facilitating the
accession of other countries, particularly'the United Kingdom,
6. Approves the statement made by the president of the Commission of the
European Economic Community,
7. undertakes to do everything.in its-powe.r to help the community to put into
effect, in accordance with the time-tabie laid down, the Action rr'crgrarirme iet
out in the Memorandum of 24 October 1962.
Resolution^inviting the EEC Commission to report to the European Parliament onthe state ot the negotiations between the unifed Kingdom anil the six common
Market countries
The European Parliament
Invites the EEC commission to make a report on the position reached on29 Jantary 1963 in the- negotiations between the United Iiingdom and the sixCommon Marked countries;
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In its report the Commission will review both the results obtained and the problems
still pending, and will give its opinion on the latter;
The report is to be submitted to the European Parliament within three weeks at
rooit, ina will be discussed by the Parliament during its March session.
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lV. Ag reement on
the African States
the convention associating
and Madagascar with the
Community
The EEC Commission took part in the fifth Ministerial Meeting between the EEC
Council and the associated African States and Madagascar'in Brussels on 19
and 20 December 1962. The new Convention associating the seventeen African
qtlles. and.Madagascar with the six members of the community was finally ini-
tialled at this meeting on 20 December after lengthy negotiations.
This agreement is an important milestone in European activities in 1962. Rela-
tions between a large area of Europe and of Africa are charted for another five-
year period but in a different context from that in which the first Convention
implementing Title IV of the Treaty of Rome was signed five years earlier.
The new agreem.ent_provides for institutions to ensure that the provisions of the
convention are- implemented on the basis of 
-equality and that itr" cor*rrity'stechnical and 
.financial contribution to the development of the young overseas
States ii expanded and diversified.i
The eighteen associated states are: the Kingdom of Burundi, the Federal Repub-Ii" ol cameroun, the central African -Republic, the Republic of ai;d,
th.e 
. 
Republic of cols_o (Brazzaville), !h" Repubric' of tongo (Leopotaivill% 
.the Repullic of..Ivory 
_coast, the Republic of Dahomey, -the 'nepuutic
9f G.afon,-the-Re.public of _upper.volta, the Repubric or tvtioagur"u., th;
!epullic of Mali, the Islamic Republicof Mauritania, the Republic oiNigei, the
!.epublic of Rwanda, the Republic of senegal, the somari- Republic ta'tneRepublic of Togo.
The Association Convention will be formally signed in Africa in the capital of
one of the associated States. The date and piacJof signature are still und^ecided.The Convention will then be ratified by the Membei States and the associated
States in accordance with their particular constitutional procedures. Until the Con-
vention enters into force relations will be governed by transitional provisions
adopted by the Council.
^Below. 
is a summary. of the provisions o! the convention, which comprises a
Preamble and five Titles. coveri-ng trade (Title I), financial and technical io-oper-
ation (Title II), the right of establishment, services, payments and cafital(Title III), institutions (Title IV), and general and finaf provisions (Title v).
Seven protocols and a number of declarations annexed to ihe Conveniion con-
cern its application and implementation.
I. Trade
The new provisions adapt and complete those concerning customs duties andquotas in Part IV of the Treaty and in the former i'mplementing Convention. Theprinciple of reciprocity between associated States and Member-States is retainedin this field.
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Exports from the associated States to the Member States will benefit from the
same gradual elimination of duties and expansion of quotas as the Member
States apply amongst themselves. Moreover, as soon as the Convention
comes into force the following products of the associated States will enter
the Member States duty-free : pineapples, coconuts, coffee, tea,'cocoa, pepper,
vanilla, cloves and nutmeg. At the same time the common external tariff will
come into operation for these products at reduced rates. The Community under-
takes to pay due regard to the interests of the associated States when fixing its
common agricultural policy with respect to those of their products which arq
similar to, or compete with, European products, particularly oilseeds and sugar.
On the other hand, no later than six months after the effective date of the
Convention, the associated States will extend the same tariff treatment to products
originating in all Member States and will gradually abolish quantitative restrictions
and measures with equivalent effect on the importation of such products. The
dssociated States may, however, retain or introduce customs duties and charges
with equivalent effect on products imported from the Member States when such
duties and charges correspond to the requirements of their development and indus-
trialization or are intended to contribute to their budgets. If such measures prove
inadequate to cope with these requirements, or in the event of balance-of-
payments difficulties, the associated States may also retain or introduce quantita-
tive restrictions.
The contracting parties will freely frame their trade policies but will inform and
consult each other concerning their policy on trade with third countries wherever
this policy could injure the interest of one or more contracting parties. Customs
unions or free-trade areas between one or more associated States and one or more
third States may be maintained or established provided they do not conflict with
the principles and provisions of the Convention. However, the system applied by
the associated States to products originating in Member States may not be less
favourable than that applied to products originating in the most-favoured third
;:::;r,", has also been made for the community to help finance schemes which
will enable certain products of the associated States to be marketed throughout
the Community at competitive prices, Such measures will encourage the rational-
uation of crops and of sales methods and the diversification of production and
help producers to carry out any necessary adaptations.
II. Financial and technical co-operation
The objective of the Convention is to foster the economic and social develop-
ment oirthe associated States and this is to be done, as in fhe past, mainly by
means of the European Development Fund (EDF) which is managed by tho
Commission. The Fund is to be assisted henceforth by the European Investment
Bank (EIB) which hitherto has only operated for the benefit of the Member
States of the Community.
There are four main featured to the new, association'system :
a) An inuease in the total amount of aid. In the first period of the association
aid amounted to 581 million units of account. In the second period it will
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amount to 800 million units of account O of which 730 million will go to the
eighteen associated States and 70 million to the dependent territories (Surinam,
Netherlands Antilles, French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna, the
Comoro Archipelago, French Somaliland, St.Pierre et Miquelon, the Southern
and Antarctic territories and the four French overseas departments - Guiana,
Martinique, Guadeloupe and R6union). This means an increase of. 38 Vo in the
total amount of aid.
b) Diversilication ol the Community's linancial methods. Whereas hitherto the
Clommunity was only able to grant aid outright, it will now have a much wider
range of financial methods at its disposal. The 730 million allocated to the asso-
ciated States will be distributed as follows :
i) Non-reimbursable grants by the EDF: 620 million;
ii) EDF loans on special terms: 46 million;
(very Iong amortization period, period of grace, low rate of interest);
iii) EIB loans on ordinary terms: 64 million;
iv) Interest rebates subtracted from the total amount of non-reimbursable grants
thus enabling the EDF to cut to 3 Vo the interest on ordinary EIB loans;
v) Short-term advances to stabilize commodity prices up to a ceiling of 50 million
from the cash holdings of the Fund (this is not additional to the preceding figures).
c) Diversilication ol the sectors receiving Co'mmunity aid. Hitherto the Com-
munity could finance only capital investment and, on occasions, certain technical
assistance schemes. The new Convention gives it wider scope :
i) Traditional type of capital investment: 500 million;
ii) Aids to production:. 230 million, including additional bonuses so that products
can gradually be marketed at competitive pricei, structural aids to production,
and aids to diversification to remedy weaknesses in single-crop economies;
iii) Stabilization measures to mitigate fluctuations in prices for agricultural
products;
iv) Technical assistance (the financing of which in included in the 500 million
earmarked for investment).
d) The lact that the accent is on technical co-operation is an important innovation
since during the first period of association the Community was not formally
entitled to intervene in this field, under either the Treaty or the Implementing
Convention. Experience with the first EDF having shown that this was imper-
ative the Commission will be empowered to finance, through the EDF, schemes
for technical co-operation connected with investments. Such schemes may be
preparatory or subsequent to the main investment or concurrent with it. Provi-
sion is also made for general technical co-operation (dispatch of experts, scholar-
ships, traineeships, short training periods). Credits from the Commission's ordi-
nary budget have backed interesting experiments in all these sectors in recent
years and the financing by the EDF of such technical co-operation schemes should
give them the range and stability consonant with the aims pursued.
G) The unit of account, defined as a weight of fine gold, has the same value as the US dollar.
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III. Right of establishment, services, payments and capital
The basic principle behind the provisions on establishment is nondiscrimination
in the associated States against nationals and companies from the Member States.
The application of this principle is, however, subject to reciprocity with respect
to nationals and companies from the associated States in the Member States. At
the same time the signatories undertake to free payments and capital movements
connected with the facilities for establishment thus afforded.
Three years is the period within which European nationals and companies in
Africa and African nationals and companies in Europe should be placed on an
equal footing. If special difficulties arise an associated State may be permitted
on request to suspend, for a given period, the application of this principle to a
particular activity.
lV. The institutions
The Convention provides the Association with institutions in which the Commu-
nity and the associated African States and Madagascar are equally represented.
These institutions are :
a) The Council of Association assisted by the Association Committee;
b) The Parliamentary Conference of the Association;
c) The Court of Arbitration of the Association.
The Council of Association consists of the members of the EEC Council, mem-
bers of the Commission and one member of the Government of each associated
State. The chairmanship is exercised in turn by a member of the EEC Council
and a member of the Government of an associated State. The Council meets at
least once a year and arrives at its decisions, resolutions, recommendations or
opinions by agreement between the Community on the one hand and the asso-
ciated States on the other.
The Association Committee consists of one representative from each Member
State, one representative of the Commission and one from each associated State
and its chairmanship follows that of the Council. The Committee, whose aims
and terms of reference will be determined by the Council, will have to secure the
cbntinuity necessary for the smooth functioning of the Association.
The Parliamentary Conference of the Association consists of members of the
European Parliament and members of the Parliaments of the associated States.
It meets once a year and passes resolutions. The Council submits an annual
report to the Conference.
The Court of Arbitration of the Association finds on disputes in association mat-
ters which it has not been possible to settle amicably in the Council of Association.
It has five members appointed by the Council : the President and two judges are
appointed after nomination by the EEC Council and the other two after nomina-
tion by the associated States. The Court hands down majority rulings and its
decisions are binding on the litigants to the disputes.
,0,
V. General and finat provisions
The Convention will come into force on the first day of the month following the
date on which the instruments of ratification by the Member States and b-y at
least fifteen of the associated States, and the insirument notifying the concluiion
of the convention by the community, have been deposited. So rar as the com-
munity is concerned the Convention is validly concluded by a decision of the EEC
Council taken in accordance with the provisions of the Trbaty and notified to the
Parties.
Any.request for association with the Community submitted by a state whosJ eco-
n9mi9 structure and pattern of production are comparable wiih those of the asso-
ciated States will be laid before the Council'of Asiociation for consultation afterit has been studied by the Community. The agreement for association between
the Community and such a State may provide for the accession of that State to
the- present Association convention. The State will then enjoy the same rights
qnd b.e. subject to the same obligations as apply to the associited States provi-ded
that this does not impair the advantages which ihe latter enjoy as regardi tirrr;i"l
and technical co-operation.
The convention may be terminated at six months' notice by the communityin respect of any associated State or by airy associated state-in respect of thi
Community.
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V. The European CommunitY's
long-term energy prospects
I
Between 1960 and 1975 the European Community's energy requirements will
rise from 460 million to 850 million tons of coal equivalent, but coal will only
account for one third of this total from 1970 and Community coal will provide
t5 Vo -23 Vo of. energy supplies in 1975, the lower figure on the assumption
that no assistance or protection is given to coal mining, the higher figure implying
maximum assistance.
Most of the increase in requirements will thus be covered by imported fuels 
-particularly oil. It is hardly likely that Community coal output will maintain its
proportionate contribution to fuel supplies. Its competitive position will not in
ihe-long term improve, and if there were no assistance scarcely half of current
production would be competitive.
This raises the problem of maintaining coal sales at the desired level, the problem
of oil supply policy and. that of a system for ileveloping nuclear power plants.
These are the main conclusions reached by the study of the long-term energy
prospects of the European Community which has just been published by 
_thg
inter-Executive Working Party presided over by a representative of the ECSC
High Authority. This is the first time on a European scale that specific forecasts
have been made on energy in terms of quantities, prices and quality.
The study, which contains 250 pages, is not in itself concerned with economic .
policy, U,it it is intended to collate ill information enabling the field to be defined :
ina itre effects of possible energy policies to be measured. From this point of
view there is a definite connection between the study and the policy memorandum
which the Inter-Executive Working Party submitted to the ECSC Council of
Ministers on 27 J:l;rre 1962: the study clarifies the hypotheses on which the
memorandum is based and provides material for answering the main questions
put by the Council on the competitive capacity of European coal, on subsidy
irrangements, the conditions of oil supply, the prospects of atomic energy, etc.
The study was addressed to the ministers concerned in the six member countries
and will ilso be sent to the Advisory Committee of ECSC and the Economic and
Social Committee of EEC, which the High Authority has asked to submit formal
opinions regarding the memorandum on economic policy.
Prospects for the different sources of energy
The introduction explains why paiticular attention had to be paid to defining
long-terrh prospects: the year generally used as a point of reference is 1970,
whfuh is thi end of the transition period for implementing the Common Market,
but as far as possible corresponding figures have also been given for 1965
and 1975.
In many cases the combined figures suggested for the distant future must be
regarded as orders of magnitude rather than precise data. In forecasting so far
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ahead there are many uncertain factors, and the authors have pointed to all
possible margins of error; nevertheless they did not on this accounl abandon the
attempt, for they 
.considered that these elements of uncertainty did not materially
affect the general conclusions by which political decisions must be guided.
1. Energy requirements
Given the outlook for-rapid- growth in the community's economy (4.6 vo per
annum for the national p-roduct), total energy requirements should go up about
! v9 ogr annum, rising from 460 million tons ciral equivalent in ig60^to zooin i970 and nearly 850 in 1975.
Total consumption of primary energy
(Million tons cool equiyalent)
Country I 950 1955 1960 t965 1970 197 5
Germany
Belgium
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
129.0
28.4
82.5
26.2
3.0
20.0
180,9
33.5
102.4
43.0
4.0
25.2
205.3
33.9
121.9
65.6
4.6
30. r
239
37
151
99
6.1
38
282
42
187
137
6.6
46
330
48
231
176
7.1
56
Community 289 848700570461389
Breakdown by sectors ol total requirements ol primary energy
(In Vo)
l 950 I 955 r960 1965 1970 1975
Primary producers, pro-
cessing and distribution
Iosses (excluding elec-
tricity)
Iron and steel
Other industries
Transport
Households
Electric power stations
13.2
to.2
18.4
13.0
21.1
6.8
17.3
11.4
r r.0
18.4
12.6
22.1
7.4
t7.t
9.3
1 I.3
19.0
12.8
2!.e
o,
17.5
8.2
tt.2
18.6
14.0
20.2
8.5
19.3
7.2
11.0
17.9
14.5
r9.0
8.9
,21,5
6.8
10.1
16.9
15.1
17.8
9.5
23.8
a) Hydraulic,
nuclear, etc.
b) Thermal '
Total 100 100r00r00100100
The demand for energy- is increasing in all sebtors, but the pattern is changing.
The most spectacular change results from the fact that electricity consumftioi
will go up muctr more rapidly than that of other forms of energy. As the pro-
duction.of ge-othermic, nuclear and hydroelectricity can only mbei a very modest
proportion of the increase in demand, thermal power stations will have to meet
most of it.
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2. Community coal
By about 1970 coal will no longer meet much more than one third of require-
ments. Even if the current level of production were maintained, Community coal
could therefore only cover a decreasing proportion of energy requirements.,
Even today, on the basis of current prices of competing products (imported coal
and fuel oil), Community coalfields are much less competitive than they were.
It is true that competition at the moment is operating in conditions that may b6
considered to be to the disadva'ntage of coal, certainly because of the variety of
rules of competition governing the markets in the various products concerned,
and doubtless also because of losses on closing pits. Furthermore, for imported
products some of the low prices recorded in-recent years may be regarded as
exceptional.
However, even assuming that those disparities are remedied and the market
returns to normal (which implies some hardening of the price of imported pro-
ducts), there will be no lasting improvement in the competitive position of coal.
This is because, even if we assume a high growth rate for " underground output "
in Community coalfields (about'10 Vo in 15 years), wage increases will probably
put up costs.
Output per man/shilt (rn ks.)
I 960 1965 1975
Ruhr (including Aachen)
Saar
Campine
Southern Belgium
Nord/ Pas-de-Calais
Lorraine
Limburg
2 185
z 055
,1790
I 450
I 560
2 580
I 830
2700 37s0
2700 3 700
2350 3 200
t 760 2390
1680 2490
2 850 4220
2 380 3 530
The wage tend
In the forecast of wages up to 1965 the study accepts the figures suggested by
the experts consulted. From 1965 onwards it has been assumed that wages will
follow the movement of per capita income.
Thus it is implied that broadly speaking the gap existing in 1960 between miners'
earnings and the average earnings of other workers will not change. The wage
rates should rather be considered as minimum hypotheses.
3. Imported coal
For steam coal imported from the USA it may be estimated that the average
price in 1970 will be between $13 and 13.50, while for American coking coal
the price will vary according,to quality between $14.50 and 16.50 delivered to
North Sea ports.
Depending on whether the Community follows a policy of giving maximum
assistance to Community coalfields or a policy of non-protection, coal imports,
which are now 13 million tons, will go up either to 40 million tons or 100 mil-
lion tons.
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4. Oil and natural gas
The long{erm prosirects suggest that, even if account is taken of the increase
in other Community production, imports will have to cover an increasing pro-
portion of requirements, most of these imports consisting of crude oil. Theie will
be an increase in tonnage, which means that the community must ensure that it
has adequate transport facilities. Imports will rise, in teims of requirements,
from one third to-day to more than half in 1970, which will give added slgnificance
to problems of security of supply and price stability.
Proven oil reserves are currently put at 41 000 million tons for the whole world,
which at the present rate of extraction will last nearly forty years. In fact these
reserves are only part of world resources, which should last for a very long time.
As for prices in the long term, the most reasonable assumption for Middle East
crude, which accounts for more than 80 Vo of. Europe's supplies, is that for some
years prices will vary little from the present level.
Later, in view of the trend of development costs, prices will probably rise to
between $17 and $19 per ton delivered to North Sea ports _ a substantial
increase on present prices.
The community's proven reseryes of natural gas are estimated at 560 000 to
850 000 million cubic metres.
The geographical situation and length of the present pipe-lines have been decided
in relation to the aims of national or regional economy, which themselves take
into account the needs of the market, particularly the market in competing sources
of energy.
Production of natural gm hu. more than quadrupled since 1958. In 1975 Com-
munity production will be between 32600 and 42100 million cubic metres,
which with imports will ensure Community supplies of between 53 000 and
62 000 million cubic metres (62 to 80 million tons coal equivalent) in 7975.
S. etomic energy 
. 
\
On the basis of available information there is every reason to believe that by 1970
Iarge atomic power stations will be in a competitive position to cover the base of
the load diagram. The novelty of the atomic energy industry will raise a number
of problems for many supply industries such as mechanical and chemical industries
ahd civil engineering.
Plans to speed up the rate of development will not mature for some years and
must therefore be made now.
In 1970 the contribution of nuclear electricity to the Community's energy supply
will be 8 million tons coal equivalent, but in 1975 it will be between 24 and
40 million tons, or 3 Vo to 5 Vo of. total supplies. The proportion of electricity
produced by means other than thermal power stations will thus rise from 9.2 Vo
in 1960 to 70 Vo or 12 Vo in 1975.
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General conclusions
This work makes it possible for different types of possible energy balance to be
drawn up, assuming-freedom of choice foi'the usir but taking-'account of dif-
ferent degrees of assistance to coal mining and of protection against imported
energy.
Pattern of the Community's energy supply in 1960 an^d 1975
(In percentage ol totat)
Community
production Imports
1960 1975 1960 1975 1960 1975
Coal
Brown coal
Petroleum
Natural gas
Hydraulic electricity
Nuclear electricity
54
7
27
3
:
3
1
:
51
6
4
3
:
I 5-23(t)
4
2
5-7
7
3-5
I l-5
s0-44
:
2+28
4
52-46
8-10
7
3-5
73 36-48 ' 64-52 100
() The higher figure assumes a policy of maximum asslstance to Comnunity coal, the tower figure
assunes no protection at all. The converse ls true of the flgures for iEports.
Since the c.i.f. prices of imported products and the production costs of Com-
munity coal will show a different trend, and in spite of the increase in energy
requirements, the amount bf Community coal that will be competitive if there
is no assistance at all seems only slightly more than half of current production.
Furthermore, even if maximum assistance to Community coal is assumed, the
proportion of imported fuels will increase very considerably and will be more
than 50 Vo of requirements.
In view of security factors and social and regional considerations, assistance will
have to be given to the coalfields to keep their output and sales higher than would
result from a level of competition based on purely economic analysis.
Without prejudice to issues of energy policy, three basic problems emerge from
the economic analysis in this report:
a) Ways and means must be found to keep sales of coal in the Community at
the desired level. These measures should be designed to stimulate rationalization
in Community coalfields. In view of the considerations mentioned above, they
should ensure that the main Community coalfields are kept in production.
b/ A policy must be framed for the supply of imported fuel, particularly crude
oil. The principle of Community supply at the lowest cost must be regarded in
the fairly long term and conditions must be found that will prevent an artificial
price increase, despite the fact that the Community is largely supplied from
producing regions with the lowest operating costs.
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c) A study must be made to determine the optimum rate of developing atomic
energy plants. within.15 to 20 years, atomic energy will strength., it."...*lty
of energy supplies in the European Community.
Thus any solution to one of these problems leaves some latitude for dealing with
the other two. Nevertheless, it can be observed that the increasing proportlon of
im_ports in the community's energy supply (which puts the comm"unity^in u ,.iydifferent position from that of the other large economic units) calls io. u u.ry
open market so that the cost of supply 
-can be reduced as much as possible, britthe natural corollary of such an aititude is that a corunon energy'policy hustbe adopted that will provide security of supply, without which ihe uirn bt tow
costs can never be reached.
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V!. Ruquest for the oPening of negotiations
on 10 December 1962 M. Spyros Kyprianou, Minister of Foreign Af&irs o! t"
Republic of Cyprus, addressed- a lettef to M. Colombo, President in office of the
EE^C Council,-in which the Government of the Republic of 
_Cyprus requests, on
the basis of Article 238 of the Treaty establishing the EEC, the opening of
negotiations with a view to associati<in with the Community. The Government
oiifrr n.public of Cyprus expresses the hope that an agreement may-be concluded
on .onaition. .ornpuiibl" botir with the preient state of economic and social devel-
opment of CypruJ and with the aims of the Community.
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Vll. Association with Greece
The EEC-Greece Association Committee met in Brussels for the first time on
13 and 14 December 1962. This Committee was set up by the Council of Asso-
ciation at its first meeting on 12 November 1962 with instructions to help the
Council in its work, to prepare its discussions, to study questions at the request
of the Council and to secure the continuity necessary for the smooth functioning
of the Agreement.,
At this first meeting the Association Committee discussed at length the application
of Article 6a (3) of the Agreement: consultation of the Greek Government on the
negotiations with the United Kingdom.
Acting on a Community proposal, the Committee considered the progress of
negotiations on each product of interest to Greece, i.e. certain products listed in
Protocol No. 10 to the Agreement (tobacco, raisins, rosins, citrus fruits, alumin-
ium, unwrought lead and zinc, knotted carpets, fresh grapes and cotton goods).
The Community informed the Greek delegation of the stage that negotiations with
the United Kingdom had reached on each of these products and noted the Greek
comments.
Other matters dealt with at this meeting included the implementation of article 34
of the Agreement, which concerns agriculture. Here it was decided that the
Community should inform Greece officially of the Commission's proposals for
the common agricultural policy as soon as these proposals are communicated to
another Community body.
The next meeting of the Association Committee is scheduled for 1 February 1963.
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Vlll. Activities of the Community
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Ttukey's application for association
1. At its.session of 3 and 4 December l962,the Council further expanded the
directive that had been prepared for the Commission at the session of 23 and
24 luly 1.962. It was arranged that the negotiations with the Turkish delegation
would be resumed on 14 January 1963 on the basis of the expanded directive.
The Community and GAm
Tariff negotiations
2. At its session of 17 and 18 December 7962, the EEC Council concluded
certain tariff agreements which it had not been possible to finalize before the end
of the Tariff Conference (1). These agreements are with Norway and Denmark
under Article XXIV (6) and with Austria under Article XXVIII bis of the
General Agreement (" Dillon " round).
The Council also decided to bind certain concessions 'offered during the
re-negotiations with Brazil under Article XXIV (6). No agreement was concluded
with this country, but it has maintained the concessions previously granted to
the Member States.
Re-negotiations under Article XXVIII (4) of the General Agreement took place
between the Commission delegation and Japan. Under the provisions of this
Article a contracting party may in special circumstances enter into negotiations
for modification or withdrawal of concessions provided that it gives proper
compensation. As a result of these negotiations the Commission will shortly
submit to the Council the draft for an agreement which the Council would then
conclude.
3. On 1 3 December 1962 the leader of the Commission's delegation, M. Th. Hij-
zen, signed on behalf of the Community, the protocol incorporating the results
of the L960-L962 Tariff Conference. This protocol, which has been open for
signature since 17 Jtsly 1962, consists in large part of the concessions granted
by the Community to other contracting parties during the Conference. Under
a Council decision, these concessions and those granted to Denmark, Norway
and Brazil, are to take effect from 1 January 1963.
Other work of GATT
4. A delegation from the Commission, attended the meeting of the Working
Party on procedures for tariff reduction, which met in Geneva from 72 to
14 December 1962.
(t) See Bulletin No. l-63, Chap. IV, sec. 5 and 6.
v
Corigendum to Bulletin 2-1963
For (tobacco, raisins, rosins, citrus fruits, aluminium, unwrought
lead and zinc, knotted carpets, fresh grapes and cotton goods).
Read (tobacco, dried grapes, rosins) and other products such as
citrus fruits, aluminium, unwrought lead and zinc, knotted carpets,r-- frelh grapes and-doiton go-o-ds.
.t
I
1
At.this meeting the working party began to examine the question of whichproblems and factors should be taken inio consideration when new methods andprocedures for reducing tariff obstacles to internationai trua" ,".." being fixed.
The working Party wifl discuss this matter again at the end of February.
Relations with intemational orgsnizations
Economic Commission for Europ.e
5. The fourteenth session of the ECE committee on agricurturar problems inGeneva from 10 to 14)ecember 1962, was attendid by d;r;gr;; from 23 coun_tries, including the EEC Member Staiesj representatiies fr6m the Communitywere also present at the meetings. The Easte.; 6;"p;;; deregates tookadvantage- of discussions on rhe iiem ,,Trade in ,grL*rlJ;#;T;';..::;ltrend and outrook " to. criticize the,repercussion, *"ti"r, tr,.v ?ert the commonagricultural policy would have on the'develop."nt oi-i.rd.'ulto..n the EECMember States and the countries of Eastern ^Er.op". 
,The Italian delegate replied to these criticisms on behalf of the six. He pointedout that as sufficient data were not availabl" roi-tt"-piift;fi.; the redhti;;;had entered into force, jl *tr too earry to give a final i.roi.i o, t o", the common
Hi:y^*I11,g3li_cr,wourd affect trade.- rtiatso pointid iliil unyoo" consider-rng the statistics should bear in mind that the volume and development of tadeL ful* p,roducrs during 1962 were considerabg infG;;J b/tr," ,nuruul weather.Finally, the Italian delegate asked that if the committee ae.iiJJ to make 
" 
,t avof this subject, it should arso consider the other r*i;;i;;ro.i. groupirgt
and certain economic sys-tems, including State trading] ,ir.. ih;;. seemed Iiableto upset the conditions of competition in internationai'trade. -
Economic Commission f or Afric a
6. on the invitation of the Economic commission for Africa (ECA), the EECCommission was represented when the first session of the ica stu,iiing com-
Titl"." _on industry _a_nd naturar resources was held in Addis Ababa t"orn izto 21 December 7962.
The delegates, working on the basis of the documents available, held an initialdiscussion on the many aspects of industrialization. Frrth;;;eetings of ttriskind are- planned. The secretariat and the uN Ag.r;i;; concerned wereinstructed to obtain more information on mineral r.rooi..r ura tne possiuititiesof using them for industrial development.
Basic products
International Wool Study Group ,
L.1l-q: TT::l ?l +" united states, rhe rnternational wool Srudy Groupmet tor its seventh session in London from 10 to 14 December 1962.' Thirt:
eight countries were represented and the EEC commission seni obseryers.
The- purpose of this st-udy Group, which is formed by' the main countriespro-du_cr1g wool and woollen textilei, is to study wool maricets,-price nu.tu"i6o,
and their effect on the output and consumption of wool produtts.
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The Group submitted several conclusions and recommendations to the attention
of the member governments and agreed that any commercial questions connected
with woollen textiles were a matter of concern to the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade. In dealing with procedural matters, the Group decided that
in future the steering commiitee would contain representatives of all member
governments wishing-to participate. The EEC Commission is also entitled to
sit on this Committee.
Associated counhies' missions to the Community
8. On 6 December 1962, M. G. Caron, a Vice-President of the EEC Com-
mission, informed the Prime Minister of Burundi that the competent EEC insti-
tutions had noted the appointment of M. Charles Baranyanka as the Representa-
tive of Burundi with the Community.
President Hallstein received M. Baranyanka on 17 Decembet 1962.
Non-member counfries' missions to the Community
g. Ambassador Guillermo Arguedas Petez, head of the Costa Rican mission
to the EEC and Prince Vongsamahip Jayankura, head of the Thai mission to
the EEC, presented their letters of credence to President Hallstein on
14 December 1962.
The institutions of the EEC have given theft agriment to the appointment of
Ambassador Carlos D'Ascoli as the new head of the Venezuelan mission to the
Community.
Visits to the Commission
10. On 14 December L962 the President of the EEC Commission, Professor
Walter Hallstein, received His Excellency Abdirashid Ali Shermark, Prime
Minister of Somalia.
They discussed Somalia's association with the European Fconomic Community,
problems connected with the projects of the European Development Fund in
Somalia and trade relations between Somalia and the Community.
ECONOMIC AI\D FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
' Quarterly survey on the economic situation in the Commrrniry
11. In its'quarterly survey on the economic situation in the Community, the
Commission reviews the economic activities of the Community and of each
member country in 1962, analyses the outlook for 1963, and examines the
problems of economic policy involved.
The Commission points out that the Community's economy made further pro-
gress in 1962. The real gross product was probably up about 4.5 Vo on 1961,
ifter a rise of 5.2 % between 1960 and 1961 and 7.1 % between 1959 and 1960.
Industrial output in 1962 was abbut 6 Vo higher than in the previous year (1961 :
+ 6.6 /o, 1960 : I t3.l Vo).
x
The real gross product has thus increased by 27 Vo in the five years since the
Rome Treaty came into force, i.e. between 1.957 and, 1962; industrial output
alone rose no less than 40 Vo. i
Nevertheless, there is no denying that a slight stotvdown of economic gror"th iru,
occurred. This was indeed to be expected in 1p61 after the investment boom
which decisively influenced economic developmeht between the spring of 1959
and mid-1960 and led to a particularly high growth rate of the gross product
in 1960. However, the slowdown continued in 1,962, although it was not so
marked.
Whereas in 1961 the fall in growth rates was chiefly attributable to material
obstacles 
- 
labour was in very short supply in most member countries 
- 
the
slower expansion of certain elements of demand was an increasingly determinant
factor in 1962. 
i
The weakness of demand was most noticeable in the case of exports. In fact, the
Community's sales abroad hardly rose between 1961 and 7962. 'The economic
upturn in the USA was not sufficiently vigorous to offset completely the inhibiting
effects on world trade of previous recessions. Up to the spring of 1962, more-
over, the United Kingdom was in the grip of a recession, while growth flagged
in other important non-member industrial countries. Lastly, balance-of-payments
considerations prevented the developing countries from increasing even further
their imports from the Community.
The growth of internal demand was Iikewise somewhat slower; particularly,
fixed investments by undertakings expanded at a declining rate. This was mainly
an-after-effect of the rather exaggerated boom in 1959, and 1960 which put
a heavy strain on the labour market and triggered off cost increases that squeezed
profit margins 
- 
the more so as weak external demand and stiffer foreign compe-
tition limited the possibility of marking up prices. In addition, it became more
difficult to find outside finance for investments because of changes in payments
balances and weaker stock markets. It is true that the " Common Market " factor
continued to have positive effects, i.e. investments made with an eye to the
Common Market increased, though on the whole the propensity to invest clearly
declined.
Public investment expenditure and house-building certainly remained quite
expansive, but their growth, real and nominal, was checked by the bad weather
which considerably hampered building activity in general in the early months
of. 1962.
'In view of the sluggish trend in most of the components of demand, private
consumers' expenditure increasingly became the chief motor of growth. Wage
incomes rose steeply in nearly all member countries, while the expansion of other
incomes, although slower, continued to be substantial. The increase in private
consumers' expenditure was therefore somewhat greater than in 1961. Mean-
while, as a result of the faster rise in prices, partly attributable to the effects on
the supply of certain farm products of the bad weather in some member countries
in the first half-year, the volume increase in consumption was somewhat smaller
than in the previous year.
Intra-Community trade was again responsible for the main contribution to
improved market equilibrium. By value it went up about 12 Vo between 1961
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and1962, fol]oying a rise of 75 vo between 1960 and 1961. Compared with 1957
the Community's internal trade has grown about 85 Vo.
But imports Jrom non-member countries also again rose considerably 
- 
by 9 %in value and volume between 1961 and 1,962: bringine the cumulitive increase
since 1957 to 25 vo by value and 48 Vo by volume.- As imports rose faster
than exports, the trade balance further det-eriorated : it showed a deficit of1500 million dollars after being almost in balance in 1961.
Nevertheless, as already mentioned, it was still not possible to keep prices stable.
Leaving aside abnormal developments in farm priies, the moderati but steady
upward trend 
-in prices of services and industria[ products continued. This wai,however, due less and less to ex qnte imbalances bitween the expansion of supply
and of demand but increasingly to the after-effects 
- 
in the fornof rising costi'i
of the earlier sharp upswing of demand.
'The commission considers that the outlook for the community in 1963 is on
th-e 
-whole- propitious, -even though a further slight slowdo*n in the expansionof demand is expected. Thus, only a limited riG in demand from non-member
countries may be anticipated : the shifts in the relative cost situation inside and
outside the Community are likely to exercise some influence in this connection.
The main difficulty, however, is that the expansion of demand in important non-
member industrial countries is_ relatively weak and that the amouni of foreigrr
exchange available to the developing countries has fallen. These facto-rs
particularly hamper the community's capital goods exports, which are a com-
paratively weighty component of its total sales to non-member countries.
A further slackening of the growth of investment by enterprises is also to be
expected, although in 
-some member countries profits have tiken a turn for thebetter. Given normal weather conditions, however, this slackening will be largely
, offset by a fairly sharp rise in total building investment over 1962: so that-th-e
qowq of overall gross fixed investment might finally be only very little below
that of 1962 (aboui 5 Vo in real terms).
Private consumption will again go up appreciably, though possibly at a rather
slower pace than between 1961 and 1962.
Since the 
- 
slight slowdown in the expansion of total demand will chiefly affect
imports, the growth rate of the gross community product may be about- 4.5 vo
- 
pra_ctically_ the same as between 1961 and 1962: the rise in industrial output
could be 5 Vo.
Prices might be more stable in 1963 thanks, among other things, to the slower
rise of wage costs per unit of output expected in cerlain membei countries. The
rate of productivity has improved and'pay increases should be a little smaller
than in 1962.
Imports 
-will certainly continue to rise in 1963, but owing in the main to thebetter 1962 harvests and rather slower growth of overall demand, the rise will
be smaller than last year. since exports are expected to grow only moderately
the trade balance will again deteriorate. Nevertheless, the current account shbuld
continue to show a surplus, although this will again be smaller.
As already said, the prospects for expansion are, in absolute terms, favourable.A slight temporary slowdown in the growth of total demand is to be expected
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after the boom of recent years and is even in some ways desirable : it promises
a slight easing of labour markets, a better price climate, and a brake on rising
costs.
flthgug-n further measures to stimulate expansion do not at present seem calledfor in the Community, the prospects outlined above nevertheless require that a
particularly- wary eye-'ue ke'pt on tt. development of a...na in tiog. They
are in fact based on the assumption that the Community does not have to contend ,
with any strong recessive tendlencies from outside and that no sharp declins 
-'much less a fall in absolute figures 
- 
occurs in the expansion of investment by
enterprises within the Community. If none the less, signs of such developments
should emerge, th-e authorities must be able and ready to act at the apprbpriate
time in support of demand. The commission has seni the member Governments
recommendations whose implementation should further enhance the already
intrinsically high state of readiness to parry any tendencies for economic activity
to flag.
Economic Policy Committee
12. The Economic Policy committee met on 17 and 18 December 1962 under
the chairmanship of its vice-chairman, M. P6rouse. It adopted an opinion on
wage policy in the Community countries requested by the Commisiion and
reviewed the economic policy being followed by the Member States.
second directive pursuant to Article 67 of the Treaty (capitat movements)
13. On 17 Dec6mber 1962 the Council approved a second directive pursuant
to Article 67 of the Treaty (r). This directive, submitted by the commission after
consultation of the Monetary Committee, amends and supplements the first
directive issued on 11May 1960 ('z); it contains new provisions designed to widen
the free transfer of capital in the Community.
These include withdrawal of the right to restrict under certain conditions the
freedom of residents to buy and sell stocks and shares. The new directive provides
for complete and unconditional liberalization of such transactions in all member
cogntries from now on.
Secondly, arrangements for liberalizing capital belonging to emigrants have been
supplemented so that there will be complete freedom for capital .transactions
connected with the movement of persons.
The new directive also contains special provisions to secure the liberalization
of all financial transactions connected with the supply of services. Lastly, a
number of subjects of lesser importance 
- 
such as the transfer of frozen accounts
and the cession of authors' rights and of patents also come under new liberal-
ization methods.
In the three months following publication of the directive in the official gazette
of the European Communities the Member States must take steps to give effect
to the new liberalization.
(r) See official gazette,of the European Communities, No.9,22 January 1963.
1z'1 tbid., No. 43, 12 July 1960.
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Comparison of the budgets of the Member States 
I
14. The Working Party for the comparative study of the budgets of the Member
States met in Brusiels on17,18 and 19 Decembet 1962 to continue the examina-
tion of the draft report on the social accounts of the public authorities and the
breakdown of eipenditure by purposes. The experts finished studying the part
dealing with the breakdown by purposes of public expenditure in 1957 and 1959.
It was also decided to take the recent trend of Government expenditure into
consideration. Th'e experts then began on the social accounts of the public
authorities in 1957 and 1959 and the way the central Government account had
developed from 1957 to 1962. The new meeting was arranged for 31 January
and 1 February 1963.
Energr policy
Meeting of the
I
Inter-Executive Working Party on Energy
15. The Inter-Executive Working Party on Energy met in Brussels on 7 and
/20 December 1962 to discuss the draft report prepared by the Working Party
on long-term energy prospects.
The report was finally adopted at the meeting on 20 December and sent to the
six Governments.
This report is analysed in Chapter II of this Bulletin. 
r
THE INTERNAL MARKET
Abolition of import quotas
t6. Article 33 of the Treaty of Roire makes fairly elaborate provision for the
establishment and gradual widening of import quotas for, products still subject
to quantitative restrictions. Moreover, it subjects the retention of global quotas
to ihe rather stringent requirement that they must not be incompletely taken up
during two successive years.
When the Commission formally decides that imports of a commodity have, during
two successive years, fallen short of the global quota opened, such quota may
not be taken into consideration for the purpose of calculating the total value of
global quotas and the Member States muit *ithdraw it. In that case, quantitative
iestrictions may be taken to be inapposite, and their retention would mean purely
notional quota increases. '
On the basis of the results for 1959 and 1960, the Commission has taken a set
of decisions under Article 33 (4). It has refrained from doing so formally where
the quantitative restrictions were removed in 1962 (under the speed-up decision
of. l) May 1960) or where they hhve been, or will shortly be,-withdiawn as a
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result of the gradual introduction of a common organization of the agricultural
markets.
These decisions therefore mainly concern farm products restricted by quota
which were not subject to a national market organization and which wifi nbt in
the immediate future come under common arrangements involving some other
form of protection, such as levies. The net resuli is a sizeable cutbdck in the
global quotas which were still in force, particularly those on imports into France.
True, for a number of products imports free of quantitative limitation were
already authorized by unilateral government decisioni, or governed by a system
of minimum prices. The significance of the commission's decisions 
- 
even in
these cases 
- 
is that Member States may not in future re-establish quotas save
by invoking a safeguard clause with prior authorization from the Commission.
Tariff quotas for 1963
I7. On 18 December 1962 the Council granted, under Article 25 (1) of the
Treaty, the following tariff quotas as proposed by the Commission :
No. in the
common
customs
tariff
Description of product
Applicant
Member
State
Quota duties
lst half 2nd half
1963 1963
ex 28.13 F
ex 30.01 A
38.05
ex 38.07 B I
ex 38.08 C
ex 38.08 C
ex 38.08 C
48.01A
54.03 At a
73.0s A
ex 73.05 A
Hydrobromic acid (gaseous).
Livers of 'bovines for organothera-
peutic uses, dried, powdered
Tall oil, other than crude
Sulphate turpentine, crude, and crude
dipentene
Polymerized and oxidized rosins
Hydrogenated rosins
Hydrogenated, polymerized or di-
merized rosins
Newsprint
Certain qualities of unbleached flax
yarn_
Iron or steel powders
Iron or steel powders, crude
O Vo 1.5 Vo
0 Vo 1.5 Vo
OVo O Vo
0Vo O Vo
the manufacture of syn-
0 Vo 0.75 Vo
O Vo 0.75 Vo
O Vo 1.2 Vo
O Vo 1.2 Vo
O Vo 0.75 Vo
0Vo 0 lo
3/o 3 Vo
O Vo 1.2 Vo
0 Vo 1.2 Vo
3 Vo 3.75 Vo
4t
and provisionally, tor the lirst qrunrter ol 1963 only:
No. in the
common
customs
tariff
Description of product
Applicant
Member
State
Quota duties
38.07 A Gum spirits of turpentine
38.08 A Rosins including the products known
as " brais rdsineux ,)
FRG..
2 000 m.t.
N..
350 m.t.
B.L.E.U.:
300 m.t.
FRG..
6 900 m.t.
B.L.E,U.:
534 m.t.
iv.'
2 455 m.t
nil duty
,t
,t
,,
Note : T'he Council amended part of the proposals of the Commission, whose views on the
matter were expounded in the Action Proglamme: tariff quotas should be granted at
increasingly high rates of duty as the common customs tariff gradually came into being.
By the end of the transition period there should not be any more national tariff quotas,
but at most a Community tariff contract. The Council expressed no opinion 'on the
substance of these proposals. However, by agreeing that for the second half of 1963
(i,e. after the second alignment on the common customs tariffl a number of tariff quotas
will be immediately fixed at lower rates and no longer duty-free, it has at any rate gone
some \ryay to meet the Commission's views as regards their practical consequences.
18. On 20 December 1962, the Commission granted the following tariff quotas :
Under certain protocols to List G
ex 45.02
ex 45.02
45.02
45.02
50.04
50.05
76.01 B I
77.01 A
FRG..
200 m.t.
FRG..
12 m.t.
B.L,E.U.:
20 m.t.
N..
15 m.t.
FRG..
1I0 m.t.
FRG..
200 m.t.
FRG:
20 000 m.t.
N..
300 m.t.
FRG,.
30 000 m.t.
N..
160 m.t.
B.L.E,U.:
360 m.t.
nil duty from
1/t/63 to 30/6/63
3 Vo duty from
r/l/63 to 30/6/61
nil duty from
tlt/63 to 30/6/63
nil duty from
tlt/63 to 30/6/63
nil duty from
1/l/63 to 30/6/61
nil duty from
r/r/63 to 30/6/63
nil duty from
r/r/63 to 3016/63
nil duty from
rlr/63 to 30/6/63
Natural cork in blocks, plates, sheets
or strips
Cubes or square slabs, for the maou-
facture of corks or stoppers
Natural cork in blocks, plates, sheets
or strips
Natural cork in blocks, plates, sheets
or strips
Silk yarn
Yarn spun from silk waste
Aluminium waste
Unwrought magnesium
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Under Article 25 (2)
No. in the
common
customs
tariff
Description of product
Applicant
Member
State
Quota duties
I
29.16 Alll a
ex29.44D
ex 29.16 A VII a
Crude calcium tartrate
Erythromycin
Deoxycholic acid
FRG..
2 200 m.t.
FRG..
0.72 m.t.
N..
15 m.t.
nil duty from
lll/63 to 30/6/63
'ttf
Note : The quota duties for the second half of 1963 will be published later at the same time
as the formal decisions are transmitted to the Member statei concerned.
The Commission has also decided to authorize or grant the following tariff quotas
under certain protocols annexed to the Agreemen-t on List G :
25.01 AI Common salt intended for chemical B.L.E.I|.:
manufactures
73.02D Ferro-silico-manganese
ex 73.02 El Ferro-chromium
73.02A11 Ferro-manganese other than carbur-
ized
73.02 C Ferrosilicon
73,02D Ferro-silico-manganese
73.02ElD Ferro-chromium
ex 73.02 G Ferro-tungsten
ex 73.02 H Ferro.molybdenum
ex73.O2H Ferro-vanadium
73.02 C Ferro-silicon
73.O2ElD Ferrochromium
ex 73.02 H Ferro-molybdenum
73.02 AII Ferro-manganese other than carbur-
ized
ex 73,02 G Ferrctungsten
ex 73.02 H Ferro-vanad'ium
73.O2D Ferro-silico-manganese'
ex 76.01 A Unwrought aluminium, excluding
alloys
160 000 m.t.
FRC..
36 500 m.t.
Italy :
12 000 m.t.
N..
200 m.t.
N..
3 500 m.t.
N..
500 m.t.
N..
160 m.t.
N..
4 m.t.
N..
22 m.t.
N..
7 m.t.
B.L.E.U.:
17 500 m.t.
B.L,E.U.:
2260 m.t.
B,L,E.U.:
200 m.t.
Lux.:
25 m.t.
Lux,:
25 m.t.
Lux.:
4 m.t.
Lux,:
56 m.t.
FRG:
80 000 m.t. .
nil duty
,,
,)
,t
,,
,,
,t
,,
,t
,,
at5Vo
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No. in the
common
customs
tadff
Description of product
Applicant
Member
State
Quota duties
ex 44.03 A Tropical timber in the
than obeche
rough other ltaly:
190 000
cubic metres
at 1.5 Vo from
1/r/63 to 30/6/63
and 3 Vo from
30/6/63 toSl/ 12/63
Lastly, the Commission has decided to grant the following agicultural tariff quotas
under Article 25 (3):
01.02 A Il a
ex03.01 BIc
ex03.02AIc2
ex 03.01 BI D
03.02 A.L
03.02 A II a
09.02 B
09.02 B
FRG:
I 4 000 head
FRG..
3 000 m.t.
FRG..
900 m.t.
Italy :
32 000 m.t.
Italy :
44 000 m.t.
Italy :
2 000 m.t.
B,L.E.U,:
180 m.t.
/v.'
8 700 m.t.
at6Vo
at3 Vo
at1 Vo
nt',:ut'
at 658 Bfrs.
per 100 kg.
at 47.64 Fl.
per 100 kg.
Certain moutain strains of heiz-
ers and cows
Piked dog-fish )
Coalfish, salted only
Fresh tunny, chilled
Cod, salted only
Fillets of cod, salted only
Tea
Tea
Temporary suspension of certain common tariff duties
'19. By a decision of 3 and 18 December 1962, pursuant to Article 28 of the
Treaty, the Council has partially or wholly suspended until 31 December 1963,
the common customs duties on a series of products (1).
The main ground for doing so is that Community output of these products falls
short of requirements.
Under the same Article, the Council has decided on the temporary suspension
of the common customs tariff for 1963 in respect of certain slabs made up of
several aluminium foils (ex. 76.16 C) (t) and on certain amendments to the
common customs tariff (1) (duty exemptions, or modified rates).
Safeguard clauses
20. At the end of July the Commission had taken decisions on rejecting an
application by the Benelux countries for a penicillin import quota and extending
to 7 December 1962 the decision of. 27 July 1961 permitting measures to be
(t) See official gazette
No. l4l, 29 Decbmber
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of the European Communities, No. 136, 17 December 1962 and
1962.
taken in Italy to safeguard sulphur, carbon disulphide, sodium sulphide and lead
and zinc, including scrap and waste.
The Italian Government had forwarded to the Commission in October 1962 plans
for re-organizing these sectors, and on 12 December L962 the Commission there-
fore extended the validity of the safeguard measures to 7 December 1963 (1).
o The Commission's staff is now studying a further Italian request for a
derogation from the speed-up decision of t5 tvtay 1962 in re.p.ci of certain
products obtained from lead, zinc and silk. It is to be noted that the Commission
has already authorized Italy to invoke the safeguard clause of Article 226 and
in order not to comply with the speed-up measures in respect of other products
obtained from lead, zinc or silk. The requests concerning these derived products
alone cover about 20ritems.
o In addition, a French request for safeguard measures in the case of domestic
refrigerators and their parts and spares, has been referred to the Commission.
Countervailing charges
Extension and amendment of authorizations
21. Pursuant to the council decision of 4 April 1962, founded on Article 235
of the Treaty and providing for countervailing charges on certain goods obtained
from the processing of farm produce ('), the commission took five decisions on 11
and 18 December 1962 extending and amending previous decisions:
i) Decision of 15 March 1961 establishing a countervailing charge on imports
of whole milk powder into the Federal Republic of Germany (extended pending
the introduction of a levy system for whole milk powder) (3).
ii) Decision of 10 October 1962 authorizing a countervailing charge on imports
'into the Federal Republic of Germany of bread from the Netherlands (r).
Rates
a) ln trade with the Netherlands:
1'3.77 Fl per 100 kg. instead of 9.48 Fl per 100 kg. if charged by the Netherlands
on exportation;
DM 17.12 per 100 kg. instead of DM 11.78 per 100 kg. if charged by the
Federal Republic of Germany on importation.
b) In trade with non-member countries :
DM 17.12 per 100 kg.
iii) Decision of 9 October 1962 ({) authorizing countervailing charges on imports
into the Federal Republic of Germany of soft caramels, hard-caramels-and
sugared almonds from certain member countries.
(t) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 16, 30 January 1963.(z) See Bulletin No. 12-62, Chap. III.(r) See official gazette of the European Communities, No. 4, 14 lanuary 1963.
1e1 tbid., Noi 123, 26 November 1962.
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Rates
a) In trade with Member States:
These countervailing charges will henceforth be fixed in terms of eleven grades
of composition, varying, at each grade, according to whether the imports are
from B.L.E.U., France or the Netherlands, and whether the charge is made by
the Federal Republic or by the exporting Member State;
b) The charges for imports from non-member countries correspond to the highest
rate charged on imports from Member States.
iv) Decision of 9 October 1962 (1) authorizing countervailing charges on imports
into France from the other Member States of confectionery not containing cocoa
or liqueurs.
Rates '
a) 'In trade with the Member States :
Fixed in terms of eleven grades of composition, the rates varying according to
the exporting Member State, and to whether the charges are made by France or
by the exporting Member State;
b) With regard to protection vis-i-vis non-member countries, the Commission
has taken the view that the maintenance by France of tight quantitative restrictions
on imports of such products from non-member countries affords sufficient pro-
tection to safeguard Community preference.
v) Decision of 9 October t962 (1) authorizing countervailing charges on imports
into France from the other Member States of chocolate, confectionery and prep-
arations containing cocoa or chocolate, but not containing liqueurs.
Rates
See iv) a) andb) above. It should be noted that the charges applicable to Member
States have been fixed in terms of twenty-four different grades of composition.
The four decisions will remain valid until 30 June 1963, subject to any sub-
sequent alterations in the methods of calculating the countervailing charges
authorized by them.
Application refused
22. On 18 December 1962, the Commission-took a decision rejecting an
application from Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg for a counter-
vailing charge on imports of macaroni, spaghetti and similar products from
France and the Federal Republic of Germany.
An intra-Community customs duty of 7.5 Vo is at present levied on imports of
these products into B.L.E.U. Since the entry into force of Council Regulation
No. 19 (cereals), the respective levels of threshold prices justify the view that,
having regard to the withdrawal or suspension of French and German aid to
manufacturers and exporters of these products, there is no price disparity detri-
mental to the applicant Member States in respect of the primary agricultural
1t) See official gazotte of the European Communities, No. 123, 26 November 1962.
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commodity. Consequently, the application of the Council,s decision under Arti-cte 235 of the Trea'ty is irbt *uiiin-il; this case.
_2]r, More.generally.it may_ be observed that arthough he common agriculturalpolrcy provides for the graduar arignment ;i th;-r-;til;ftil, of unprocessedagricultural products.entering into irade betrveen the Memb.i Stut.., it does notthereby entail a parallel aalu"strnenroiirJ'pric.s of tr,"iur" ploducts bought orsold in the form of manuiactur.i- jooa, il-ffi; H ,[#Jir of the Treaty.clearly, however, such manufacturJs *i]l n...r.urily be marketed on the basisof unified p-rlmapr commodity pric"s *te, tt. toniiiio*l;;;il is over. In themeantime, Member States aie -free in this traae to make ii.- 
"r 
subsidies, farmlevies, customs refunds or exemptions in order to ,nali"ui- n-ationar prices forthe raw..materials, e.g.*by charging prices below tfr" pi.""lfirg ,rt., on worldcommodity markets. The effec-ts -of^ these ai.tortiorr'*iiiu.itorn. increasinglyserious as intra-Community customs Outies are eliminated.
!o3segu91!y, without prejudice to the apprication of the Council decision of4 April 1962 which was-talien unaer Ariicte 235 of. tne rreatv and which providesfor countervailine charges. on. imports oi...tuin!#r^;'rr'rf;tured from agri_cultural product{ harm-onization of irr" aitr"rent price systems applied in intra_community trade to exports of such processed gooo. *i,rrd seem desirabre.In addition, certain clauses of customs regulations_.now appried to processingtraffic are no longer adapted to the new tride conditions rilr'." tr,. introductionof mea.sures to implemeni the common agricurtuiai f;ri&;J"rtments to theseregulations are also called for (r).
A working Party of the appropriate commission departments has been set upto study these inrerrocking problims. It wil 
"o-op.irt" *iih-';h" Member States,experts in an effort to find an overall solution.
COMPETITION 
. I
Rules applicable to firms
Application of Article 85 of the Treaty to cer'tain exclusive
agency agreements and patent licensing agreements
24. The Commission followed up its instructions $ concerning the application
of Article 85 of the Treaty of Rome to certain exclusive agency*agreemints andpatent licensing agreeme-nt-s by adopting on 2r December 1g62, in the light of
many comments received from the business community and of an opiniori fromthe consultative committee on cartels and Monopolies (r), thi following
measures ({) :
(t) See Bulletin No. 12-62, Chap. V, sec. 2I.
(z) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 113,9 November 1962.(l) Delivered at its meetings of 13 and 14 December 1962. This Committee of official
representatives of the Member States was established by Article 10 (3) of Council Regulation
No. 17.(r) Published in the official gazette of the European communiries, No. l3g, 24 Decem-
ber 1962, pp. 2918-23.
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a) Exclusive qgency agreements with independent dealers :
In so far as they come under Article 85 (1) 9f fe Treaty- and do not fulfil the
soecific requirements of Article 4 (2) of. Regulation No. 17, all exclusive-agency
;;;;;iJ concluded between a pioduce-r 1nd independ-ent dealers trading on
their own account are still subject io notification if if is desired to claim benefit
oi erticte 85 (3) of the Treaty. If they were concluded before 13 March 1962,
;i;; a;;cU'(egutation No. !7 caie into force, these agreements must be
notified before 1 FebruarY 1963.
In response to requests, the Commission has s-implified the formalities required'
iilgriiti"" N". isg ot zt December 1962, -supplementing and amending
Ii;gri;ii"; No. 27 of 3 May 1962 (t), provides thaf under certain stated condi-
tiois the agreement can be notified on a single copy of a simplified standard form
;i"i"t;riithe name and address of th9 grantor,'the nature of. the products in
iu.rttr, ih" ,u*., and addresses of thJvarious concessionaries and the date
o'n whicir the corresponding contracts were concluded'
Where a firm habitually uses a standard form of contract, it need only give the
name and address of a'single concessionary, the date on which the contract with
f,i* *^. concluded una tn-t number of stindard contracts already signed' This
procedure constitutes valid notification of all the contracts'
A printed form does not have to be used. An exact copy of the text annexed
to Regulation No. 153 is all that is required for notification.
This simplified procedure applies solely to exclusive agency agreements to which
fhere are only two parties (tire grantoi and his concessionary) in each case, and
which do not:
a) Establish a reciprocal exclusive concession for the distribution of competitive
products manufactured by either party;
b) Have the effect of limiting opportunities :
i) For intermediaries or users to obtain the products in question from another
"on..t.ionuty 
or from any other intermediary established in the Common Market;
ii) For the concessionary to sell also to customers established outside the area
covered by the contract;
c) Involve an obligation for the concessionary to observe a minimum resale price
firgd by the grantor.
Any exclusive agency agreements which fail to comply with all these conditions,
and particularly-thoie ihich prohibit exporting or importing, are still required
to be notified on Form B (seven copies).
b) Exclusive agency agreements with commercial representatives and patent
liceruing agreements :
Without prejudice to its interpretation in other cases of Article 85 of the Treaty
of Rome, tire Commission has published two sets of instructions which are
tantamount to blanket negative clearance. In them it states the conditions under
^l\.1
(r) Published in the official gazette of the European Communities, No.35' l0 May 1962'
p.1118.
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which, in its view, exclusive agency agreements with commercial represerltutiu..(agents), and certain 9l-aus_e9 
-usuallylncluded in patent licensing'agreements,
escape the ban in Article 85 (1) and are therefore not notifiable.-
The instruction regarding patent licensing agreements also refers to the clauses
quoted in the first declaration of intention of 9 December L96z: these were
originally to be given collective exemption under Article 85 (3) of the Treaty.
All licensing contricts.caugh.t- by A_rtigle 85 (1) of the Treaty and nor fulfilling
the conditions of Articles 4 (2) or 5 (2) of Council Regulation No. 17 must stifi
be notified on Form B (seven copies) if it is desired 1o claim benefit of Arti-
cle 85 (3) in respect of rhem.
Third conference of government experts on dumping
25. The Member states' experts on dumping met on 30 November 1962 to
compare and examine the procedural points which had arisen over the past two
years.when requests for the application of Article 91 (1) of the Treaty of Rome
were being considered.
The experts heard a statement from thelommission on the ten new complaints 
-including eight concerning chemical products 
- 
filed since the second c-onference
on 11 october 1960 (t). on these complaints, six were filed by governments,
two by trade associations and two by private firms.
In all, 9 of the 20 cases examined so far have originated in an application by a
Member State. of the twenty complaints consideied so far by the Commission
under Article 91 (1) of the Treaty of Rome:
a) Eight have been rejected as unfounded, since the existence of an illegal
dumping practice could not be proved,
b,) 
- 
six lapsed because the firms in question terminated the dumping practice
before the enquiry was completed,
c) Two were withdrawn by the plaintiffs,
d) Two, 
_involving seven firms, resulted in the dispatch bf a recommendationto two of the firms cited, and
e) Two are still under investigation
A total of 44 EEC firms have been accused of dumping practices. of the 39 citedin the investigations now completed it would seem thal at least.l5 were at some
time actually engaged in practices of this kind.
The average length of proceedings over the last
months. This fairly long period is due in most
plaintiffs, who have often been reluctant to give
stantiate their charges by irrefutable evidence.
two years has been about sii
cases to the reticence of tho
further particulars and to sub-
It is thought that there will be few cases in which, between now and the expiry
of the.transitional period, the commission will have had to apply the provisioni
of Article 91 (1) in their entirety: it is found that to an incrbisjng exient firms
cited which have actually been engaging in dumping prefer to -ierminate the
practice before being called on to do so officially in i recommendation from
(t) See Bulletin No. 3-61, p. 38.
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the Commission. This is enough to satisfy the plaintiffs, who seldom insist on
further proceedings.
In some of the first cases examined, the Commission's intervention seems to have
been called for by members of a cartel in order to bring pressure on dissident
members. Cases of this type have virtually disappeared now. Several complaints
regarding dumping practiies by Community firms related to products for which
thire wai at the same time substantial competition 
- 
sometimes also in the form
of dumping 
- 
flsrn non-member countries. Moreover, Member States have in
some cisei taken protective measures against imports from outside the Com-
munity, with excellent effects on intra-Community trade relations.
A source of considerable satisfaction is the high level of co-operation between
the national authorities and the Commission's staff in the investigation of requests
for the application of Article 91 (1) of the Treaty. Possible ways have been
discussed of improving co-operation still further.
At the end of the meeting there was an exchange of information on the progress
made in harmonizing national anti-dumping legislation.
Approximation of legislation
Public contracts \
26. The Working Party for the approximation of legislation on-public bontracts
held its eleventh iession in Brussels on 6 and 7 December 1962.
It made additions to and finalized the limitative list of cases in which the apPro-
priate authorities may award contracts without applying the common rules (by
mutual agreement). t
A restricted and simplified form of procedure, ensuring compliance with all the
rules of the directive, was laid down for emergency cases.
Lastly, the question of eliminating discriminatory clauses from technical specifica-
tions'under ipecial " article and conditions " was settfed, qnd the articles prohibit-
ing such discliminatory measures were adopted by the Working Party.
State aids
Economic d'evelopment aid
27. On 19, 20 and 21 December 1.962 the government experts continued their
review of general aids to economic development. Prior legal 
.points were raised,
and on the"se the Commission will give its opinion later. Preliminary conclusions
were drawn from the legislative ind statislical documentation 
_supplied to the
Commission by the Meriber States, notably with regard. to. tlre operation of
systems for aid in promoting economic growth and in regional development.
28. At the same time, pursuant to Article 93 (3) of the Treaty, the Commission
presented its commenti on a draft law to alter the system of-aid for the Mezzo-
giorno and on a Belgian draft decree. extending 
_the law of 17 July 1959 on
Sconomic development aid to distributive undertakings.
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Export aids
29..,Following representations by the commission, the Italian Government has
oecrded to.apply the same abatement to the flat-rate drawback on exported man_
made textile fibres as on mechanical engineering pioducts.- rn. ii.iirt-rrtis 45 Vo.
Shipbuitding aids
30. The Commission has advised the French Government that it considers
satisfactory the reducrion (of about 45 vo) maoe so i"i iii ,riliruuilding ,rdidi;;.However,_it has announced that it cannot accept the time-limit proposed by theFrench Government for the final removal oi 'subsiaies i igzz. Discussions
continue.
31. with regard to credit.facilities granted at the beginning of. 1962 by theGerman Government to shipping exp-orts, the commisiion :ir'r, ruled that theFederal Government did nof comply-with the formalities for notification of aidprojects as-required uy F. Treaty-of Rome. The commission has, to*euddecided to halt the examination piocedure, since tt e mers.ri",1n qu"ition ,""rd
:.ol.lt intended to get operationJ under way, and did not affect trade betweenthe Member States.
?2.-. gv_reference to its. half-yearly reports on the shipbuilding situation, theItalian Government has informed the iommission that'it.*gr,-trr" upfti.uti*
9f u- " conjunctural factor " under the aid machinery, it. E;.-ri ,ut" of subsidyhas been reduced by 25 Vo.
M.iscellaneous activities
33. The Commission has instituted a formal examination of the systbm of postal
rates applied in France, which has the effect. of favouring French printers; }t t u,
called on the Member States to submit thelr comments.
34. The French Government has informed the commission of a proposal to
alter its system of aid to, the film industry. This has already been th6 .,iu;..i oi
an exchange of views with government experts of Member States; the examination
continues.
_3f .The_system of state aids to the textile industry were examined with theMember States' government experts in November 1962. It was ascertained thatthere are at_present no direct aid measures to the textile industry in the member
countries. certain indirect aid measures 
- 
concerning taxation, agriculture and
research 
- 
are under examination. t
SOCIAL AFFAIRS
European Conference on Social Secu"ity
36.. A E-uropean conference on social Security, organized jointly by the'Exec-.yliu:r of 
_the European communities, was 
-fierd in nrirsse-rs' fi";'-10"?15 December 1962.
5l
The Conference was consultativl in nature, its Object being a confrontation of
the views of circles interested in the harmonization of social security, so offering
the Executives guidance for action in this field'
The Conference brought together experts from employers' a-nd- workers' organiza-
tions and, as observlrs, eiperts from the Governments of the Member States'
The Conference was also attended by representatives of social security institutions
and observers from international and Eulopean organizations representing various
.it.t.. concerned (the medical profession, pharmacists, family organizations,
mutual and private insu.un.e schemes, etc.) and by delegates from the European
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.
In his opening speech, M. Hallstein, President of the Commission, stressed the
social and eJon'omic importance oi social security 
_p1oblem9 seen from the
eu.opern angle; M. Finei, a member of-the ECSC High Authority, underlined
it 
" 
i*po.t"nEe 'of special arrangemelts for miners, and a speaker representing
M. M;di, a Vice-President of ihe Euratom Commission, sgole of the interest
Euratom took in the questions which were to be studied' M' Leburton, Belgian
Minister of National Insurance, conveyed his Government's good wishes for the
sucCess of the Conference.
After the opening speeches, M. Levi Sandri, a member of the.Commission and
President of tt e -Soiiat Affairs Group, and M. Schaus, a member of the Com-.
mission and President of the Transporl Group, read introductory papers. M' Ievi
Sandri discussed the harmonization of social security problems as part of the
-om*unity's social poliiy, and M. Schaus stressed the importance of harmonizing
social security in transPort. :l
Three papers were then presehted on trends in world social security, on population
trends'and social securi^ty, and on occupational hazards of exposure to ionizing
radiation.
.Discussions were held in the Committees and working parties on the basis of
reports covering the three general themes of the Conference :
a) broadening the field of application of social security;
b,) finance;
c) benefits and scope for their harmonization'
Problems ieculiar to mining, transport and agriculture were also examined by
special working parties.
At the outset, differences of opinion were fairly wide. The workers' representati-
ves laid streis on levelling social benefits upwards. They agreed that " h.ar-
monization'r did not meai actual unification of the various social systems, but
it did mean something more than mere co-ordination' The employers took the
view that the social iecurity system of each country must be appraised in its
national context, with due r6gaia to the various factors determining the workers'
social situation : level of wag-es, taxation, " fringe benefits ", etc'
Differing viewpoints were brought closer together by considering " harmonization "
as an a-ttempi to establish equivalence in protection against contingencies'
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The conference singled. out certain aspects of social security in which har-
monization is feasible in the short teim and will facilit.ate'trr" *o.Lins ;tRegulations Nos. 3 and 4 (Social Security of Migrant w-i..^1. It save manvsocial security experts from each country an opp"ortunity of gainin; fi;d;'ffi;the.systems in force'in the other community countri.r,"rr,urfl, to -the afiundantdocumentarymaterialassembled,by,theCommission
Lastly, it showed that there is common ground between the most extreme stand- ,points. when problems ar€ examined objdctively. proof of this came in the formgf u j' joint declaration ".from the emproyers,' and workers, deiegates calling onthe commission to provide further opp6rtunities for conta.r 
""na 
joini siuay.
The Governments which were represented only by observers will have notedthat a spirit which is at once dynamic and realiitic informs those responsible for
social progress in the Community countries.
The work done will furnish. guidance for action in the field of social security
which the EEC Commission ii to undertake under the rr.uty i, association withthe six Governments.
Application,.of Article 119 (equal pay)
37. on 19 December rg!?:hec-ommission submitted to the council a reporton the progress made, at 30 June 1962, in the application of Article 119.
In th-is re-port, the commission calls the attention of the council and of theMember states to the failure or delay on the part of some Member States in
complying with the time-table and imptementinf rules adopted by resolutil; ;ithe Member States' Conference on 3d DecembEr.1961 C): 
,
It will be recalled that 30 June 1962 was the first of the time-limits fixed inthe resolution: it-stipulated that any disparity between ,.n'r-uno *"rnent;;,for the same work exceeding 15 v; snould be reduced to ttrai percentage, rhat
women workers should be alle to vindicate their righi t" 
"q""r pay before thecourts, and that all discrimination, overt or conceiled, leading'to differentialtreatment for men and women workers be eliminated. It was ther-efore incumbent
upon the commission to institute an enquiry into. the_ progress made, uy ,et r.n""to the time-limits fixed by the resolution, in the imptdme-ntation or ine equal payprinciple.
The August 1962 Bulletin contains a note on the ,t"p, th. commission has taken
with the help of the special working party on Articie 119. A questionnaire haibeen drawn up in order to gather ind collate the information tie Governmenis
of the Member states ar-e to submit regularly- so lhat the commisrio, .nuy-uu11J
up a complete picture of the situation as it develops. . ;
On the basis of the first repliei received from thb Governments and the workers,
and employers' organizations in the six countries, the commissio, aruit"J- ureport which it submitted to the Council.
(t) See Bulletin No. l-62, Chap. I.
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This report presents ah assessment of the extent to which the Member States have
fulfilled their commitments. The Commission notes that in all Community
countries progress 
- 
in 5ems cases remarkable progfets- 
- 
las been made, and
this has been- reflected in higher wages for women' There have however been
cases in which commitrnents have not been fulfilled.
In Belgium, it would seem that women workers are entitled to vindicate their
rights -in Cburt only when equal pay is_guaranteed by contract. Equality.is
thirefore far from being achieved. 
- The Commission notes, however, with satis-
faction that substantial progress in narrowing down disparities has been made
in a ta.g" number of coliectlve agreements, ofien scaling them down to the limits
rp."ifi.i by the resolution. The Commission however regrets that in certain
sictors a iystem of job classification has been adopted which leaves out all
rsference to the sex of the worker, and lays down, for certain jobs in which in
practice only women are employed, wages distinctly- lower than those laid down
ioi otler categories. In suci i system there is a latent danger of increasingly
frequent te.ouise to systematic down-grading of women workers, one of the very
devices the resolution condemns
In Federal Germany, certain collective agreements, both old and new, are
ciirging'to a system-iending to_classify women in the lowest-grades of the job
pyri.iif, despiie the fact tle Courts-have been unanimous in ruling l!a.t Pay
iispu.itii. viitimizing women are incompatible with the Constitution. Although
th.' i";a that light ,id h."uy work are ilassified in separate job categories.does
not o...tturilf mean that women are being 
-discriminated a$ainst, this- is in
fractice an it.ung.*ent which facilitates 
- discrimination. The employers'
Sigurir"tions have -not displayed any readiness to put an end to this situation,
which is not in conformity with tlie unanimous decision on the uniform and
harmonious application of 
-equal pay arrangements in the six countries.
In France, although no new legaf measure has been introduced to secure the
f"gd p.ot""tion of-all women *oikers, the equal pay principle is correctly gPP]i".d
utf,ori universally for wages above the guaranteed minimup wqqe 
-(SMIG),
both in collective agreemeits of general application and- in those binding 
-only
the signatories. HJwever, for citegories of workers whose wages have been
ii*"a ?t a level higher than in the agreements, or completely outside 
. 
th:T,
measures will have t-o b" tut"n to guaranlee for women workers that the principle
will be respected.
In Italy, satisfactory progress has been. made. Nevertheless the adoption of ne.w
.V.t.r.'of classifyin! tiUout in certain sectors of industry involves a certain
dlneer: in the fai-riaching changes now under way women might.find them-
selvEs aeniea the desired beiefits, iince they might be placed in categories reserved
,ot"ty ior them and in which wages- would be lower. The Commission views
ihese systems with some misgiving-, since what they 
-m9an is that the equal paypioUf# is solved on the surlace only and the actual situation is left unchanged
or virtually unchanged.
'[n Luxembourg, the responsible Government departments are now examining
many plans to-equalize iay, bgt until the p-roposed laws and regulations have
"o*. 
ii,to force the situaiioir-will remain much as it is. The arrangements would
seem, however, to go a long way towards solving the problems involved in apply-
ing the equal PaY PrinciPle. I
v
In..the. Netherlands, a considerable effort has been made under a number ofcollective agreements to improve the situation of women t"o.Gr, Uut-pi".ti""i
ac-tjo1 by the Government to ensure equal pay for womin woin.ri tras becn on
a limited scale. The Government's arrangeminis to narrow the wage Eap to 15 vowhen collecrive agreements are renewed-- ana then onrt f;; j"b?;d, i;b"ii
men and women workers 
- 
so_lve only part of the problems inJolved in introduc_ing equal pay. Moreover, a Government directive'rtiii i"Li"" p-tiuiting arry
change.in 
-y-qg.! fixed under collective agreements before the agreements expiremakes it difficult to appty the equal pay-principle within-the-tifr.-tubl" ri*ei-uithe resolution.
Acfivity of the European Social Fund n 11962
38. In December the Commission took its last decisions of 1962 on refundsfrom the European social Fund. This was the first year in which the Fund made
appropriations in respect of expenditure on re-training una ,.r.itt"rent schemes.The countries concerned were Germany, Belgium, Fr"ance, iturv 
"na 
the Nether_Iands; Luxembourg is the only country 
-to 
hive made no'apftication for refund.
By 31 December 1'962 the Commission will have authorized refunds totalling12291798 unis of account, allocated to the five applicant couniries as follows:
7 999 912 u.a.
461421 u.a.
4 624 641 u.a.
3 733 198 u.a.
1472 626 u.a.
12291798 u.a.
These are refunds of expenditure, on operations in 195g and 1959, thanks to
which about 183 000 unemproyed and iedundant workers found o# jou". -
Labour problems
Vocational guidance and placing
39. Experts from the government departments concerned were convened bythe commission in Brussels on 17 December 1962 to examine trre Irourem o'tco-operation between the Member States' public services in the field of vocationalguidance and the placing of workers. Representatives from OECD and the ILo
attended the meeting.
The experts approved a firs-t programme of joint activities providing, among other
things, for an exchange of infbrmation and experience 
"nd for ctosl inter-!'overn-mental. co-operation in the training and further training of workers. Ifrprove-
ments in the organization and operation of guidance seivices are also proposed.
Wages surveys
40. At its session of 3 and 4 December 1962 the council adopted a regulation
9n tI" organization of three wages surveys in the manufacturing induitries oithe Community e).
Germany
Belgium
France
Italy
Netherlands
(1) see official gazette of the European communities, No. 133, 13 December 1962.
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The three surveys will be carried o[t by the Commission in 7963, 1964 and 1965,
in each case on ihe basis of statistical dita for the previous year. Various economic
sectors will be covered and the survey wilt take in establishments employing- on
^u.r"g" not less than 
50 workers (2d in Luxembourg). 
. 
They will inquire into
*u!""cott. and additional costs, including social.security. contributions. The
infirmation will be collected by ihe statistical services of the country concerned
and then passed on to the Commission
It wiil be recalled that on 28 July 1962 the Commission had submitted to the
Cour.it a proposed general regulation under Article 213 of- the Treaty,-determin-
ing the .orditiont uider which the Commission should repeat every^ tlr.ee V9T1
iirE ruiu.yr made in 1960, 1961 and t962 under Regulations Nos. 10, 14 and 2\
respectively. This proposal was rejected by the Council'
Social service
41. The scholarships which the Commission had offered (1) to enable welfare
offi..r, to undergo tio. months' training in an EEC country other than their own
have now been awarded'
The fifteen scholarship holders, who come from all of the six countries, are now
on1*ining courses, in France,'Italy and_the Federal Republic. of Germany, with
social seriices deaiing with migrant workers in the Community.
Before beginning their courses, the trainees were assembled in Brussels at EEC
h.;;qr.;6; io"rotto* u p.ogrurn*e specially organized for them dealing with
the main aspects of the EEC's social policy.
The award of these scholarships constitutes a first measurd giving practical expres-
sion to the offer made by thi Commission, when the recommendation on social
...ui".. for migrant woiker. was adopted, to co-operate with governments in
this field (1).
AGRICI.]LTURE
Common agricuttural PolicY
Furthei common organ izations of markets
42. 'The council (), the Special committee for Agricultyre-(') and the groups
o['"*p.ii. -*ntinud,i'studying the Commission's pioposals fo.r setting- .up and
developing common organizat'ions in the markets for rice, milk and dairy pro-
ducts and beef and veal.
(r) sec official gaziltte of the European communities, No. 68, 3l July 1962.
(z) On 3, 4 and 13 December 1962'
(3) Otr l0 aud 1l December 1962'
#
Some measure of agreement was reached at these meetings but
countries are still at odds on some fundamental points.
th; member
i) In the 
"rs"'of rice, the consumer countries in the northern 
part of the Com-
munity favour a market system.different from that proposed by the Commission
(backed in this instance by the EEC producer countries : France and Italy) on
the analory of the one adopted for cereals.
The experts were instructed to investigate statistically the effects of the market
organizations on producers, consumers and processors.,
ii) The member countries also failed to reach ug...*.r, on the common
organization of the dairy produce markets. Some would like the establishment
of a common organization to be accompanied by a.decision on the principle of
a common policy for the fats markets, which would involve support for the
butter market. Other.member countries are against any such support.
iii) However, on the common organization of the beel and veal market conSider-
able progress was made. Substantive agreements were reached on the future
guide price and on market intervention by the authorities.
Setting up the common org anizations
43. In December work proceeded without a hitch on the Community's market
organizations and the adjustments necessitated by changing economic conditions.
On a favourable opinion by the Cereals Managernbnt Committee the Commission
issued three regulations (1) concerning the granting of additional refunds on
exported cerealsl the extension of certain transitional provisions concerning exports
of:wheaten flour and a conversion ratio for wheat other than durum for the
purpose of calculating the refund to the producer.
In order to avoid holding up trade between the African and Malagasy associated
States and the members of ttre Communiry, flour and starch of manioc and other
roots and tubers which are an important source of animal feed to Community
farmers, the Council decided O that the levy system for imports of such com-
modities will remain suspended until 15 February 1963.
In accordance with Council Regulations Nos. 20, 2l and 22 the levies and
' sluice-gate prices for pigs and pigmeat and eggs and poultry must be fixed every
quartei. Since the second phase to which these arrangements applied ended on
il December 1962, the Council and the Commission had to re-adjust them and
fix new rates for the period 1 January to 31 March 1963 ().
(1) Commission Regulations
28 Deccmber 1962.
1:; Council Regulation No.
28 December 1962.
(r) Councit Regulations Noa.
159, 160, 161 and 162; No.
Nos. 163, 164 and 165; No. 140 of the official gazette,
156 of 18 December 1962; No. 140 of the official Eazefte,
, 154 and 155 and Commission R"gut]tiom Nos. 157,.158,
140 of the official Eazette, 28 December 1962.
{T
Production conditions in Communily agrictlture
44. For some time now the commission's staff, in co-operation with Member
Governments and scientific institutes, have been trying to ascertain and correlate
the information available in the member countries on economic and social
conditions in agriculture. Correlation may take the form of using the same
enquiry- methods, standardizing terminology or jointly preparing and carrying
out statistical surveys.
The 
-analysis, both macroeconomic and microeconomic, of production conditions
now being carried out with the help of experts is proving very useful in this respect.
a) Macroeconomic'analysis.' a report shortly to be placed before'the group of
experts on national accounts is to serve as a basis for establishing a frimework
of agricultural accounting that will ensure a co-ordinated presentation of the data
from each Member State. A start has also been made on two studies, one on
the place of agriculture in the economy and the other on productivity in farming.
b) Microeconomic analysis.' preliminary work has been going on for several
months to establish an information network concerning production conditions
and farm incomes in the EEC.
on the basis of this work (farm records, terminology and definitions, sampling
or farming models), the commission's staff is now-preparing a scheme t6 gel
the first elements of the network installed in 1963. )
The.productivity of family holdings is the subject of a parallel study based mainly
on the operational results of several thousand farms in different paits of the EEi.
Several special studies have also been published (1) :
1. study of fertilizer consumption in the EEC (No. 8 in the agriculture series)
analyzing regional variations in fertilizer consumption
2. Study of the cost of providing insurance against certain agricultural hazards.
Approximafion o[ legislation
Food legislation
45. The Commission and Government experts are still examining draft directivesfor community regulations on tinned peas, cocoa and chocolfte. The draft
directive concerning Community regulations on authorized substances used in
the preservation of foodstuffs, and the preliminary draft for Community regulations
on preservatives and products for coating fruit and vegetables are- als6 in the
process of study. /
Veterinary 1aw
46. On 27 December 1962 the Commission submitted a draft directive to the
council on health controls in intra-community trade in bovines and pigs. The
Council decided to seek the opinion of the European Parliament and the E-conomic
and Social Committee on this subject and insiructed is agricultural and veter-
inary experts to examine the proposal.
(1) These can be obtained from the sales office,
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TRANSPORT
International passenger tnnsport by roarl .
47. on 2L December 1962 the commission organized a first meeting of
Government experts to study its proposal for the adoption of common definiiions
for international passenger fransport by road.
These definitions are necessary for the implementation of the liberalization
measures proposed in the Action Programme in connection with the common
transport policy.
Impleinentation of Tres$ Articles 79 (abolition o[ discrimination)
E0 (support)
48. Commission experts met German Government experts in Brussels
11 December 1962. -They examined a number of German internal tariffs
road and rail transport and made a start on studying harbour dues.
and
on
for
Transport costs
49. The sub-Committee studying the effects on transport costs of intervention
by public authorities, particularly in the fiscal and social fields, held its fifth
meeting from 18 to 21 December 1962. \
It decided on which routes should be studied and what method of calculating
cost prices should be applied in the sector of international goods transport by road.
The sub-Committee decided to prepare pilot studies for the different delegations
to carry out. The final calculations for transport on the selected routes will be
based on their findings.
Inter-executive meeting on transport .
50. Representatives of the EEC Commission and the ECSC High Authority
held an inter-executive meeting on transport on 14 December 1962. They
considered the consequences of the implementation of the High Authority's
recommendation No. 1/61 (concerning publication of rates and conditions for
OVERSEAS DEVELOPME.NT
Renewal of the Association Convention \ '
51. An account is given in Chapter I of this Bulletin of the conclusion on
18 December 1962 of negotiations betw-een the EEC and the associated African
and Malagasy States for the renewal of the Association Convention.
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Derogations in respect of manioc and other roots and tubers
I52. On a proposal by the Commission, the Council adopted at its meeting on 17
and 18 December 1962 a regulation providing for derogations in respect of flour
and starch of manioc and othei roots and tubers originating in the associated
African States and Mahagascar f').
Under this regulation, the meadures waiving the application to these products
of Council Regulation No. 19 for the establishment of a common organization
of thetereals markets are extended until 15 February 1963. It should be noted
that the Commission had proposbd an extension to 30 June 1963.
and co-operation mission to Madagascar from 24 November to 14 December 1962.
It consisted of two experts froni the Overseas Development Directorate General
with instructions to study the fissibilities for organizing an educational system.
The experts were able to determine on the spot the points at which action by
the Community would be desirhble: the investments to which priority should
be given for the harmonious development of the Malagasy school system and
the specific enquiries that should be made before decisions could be reached on
whether to finance the projects submitted by the Malagasy Government.
I
I
Scholarships, training cources aird seminars for nationals o[ associated oyerssasStates 
i
I54. In December the CommisSion organized two short training courses :
a)'one in Brussels on 19 and 20 December for twelve African students from'
the University of Aix-en-Provenc'e and twenty Congolese trainees holding Belgian
State scholarships; 
ib) one in Munich from 27 to 30 December for thirty students from the. Paris
Institut des Hautes Etudes d'Otitre-Mer. ,
\
Mission to Madagascar
53. At the request of the Malagasy Government the Commission sent a research
European llevelopment Fund
ECONOMIC PROIECTS
55. In December the Council, icting on proposals by the Commission, approved
the financing by the European Development Fund of five economic projects :t_In the Republics of Con$o (Brazzaville) and Gabon :
Establishment of a telecommunilation network by long-distance radio beam with
a mainline link-up of four sections : Brazzaville - Dolisie (285 km.) - Mouila
I
-t(t) See official gazette of the Europban Communities, No. 140, 28 December 1962.
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(315 km.) - Lambarene (160 km.) - Libreville (155 km.) and a side line from
Dolisie serving Moanda (300 km.). The project also includes the complete equip-
ment for the six transmitting stations.
The provisional estimate for the cost of the scheme is 3 160 000 units of account.
fn tne Central African Republic:
Asphalting a 65-km. road section between Bangui and Damara. This section is
common to the major trunk roads linking Bangui and its harbour with the northern,
north-eastern and eastern parts of the country and with Chad (Fort-Archambault
district). It is one of the most important roadlinks in the Central African
Republic and carries about 52 000 tons of traffic a year.
The cost'is estimated at 1264 000 units of account.
In the Republic of Rwanda:
Pilot scheme for developing one of the fifteen land settlement districts marked
out in the Bugesera and the Valley of the Nyawarongo. The scheme will enable
547 families to move to the area and will serve to test conditions for the
14 000 families who will live in Bugesera and the Valley of the Nyawarongo
when the development is completed.
The cost is estimated at 280 000 units of account. 
r
In French Guiana:
Completion of the coast road between Cayenne and St. Laurent du Maroni by
improving the section from Iracoubo to Saut-Sabbat and construction of a 42-km.
road from Saut-Sabbat to a point 7 km. from St. Laurent.
The provisional estimate is 2 005 000 units of account.
Iq the territory of the Comoro Islands:
Extension of the pier of Mutsamudu harbour on the island of Anjuan. The
project will help to cope with the expected growth of the port's shipping traffic.
The estimated cost is 567 000 units of account.
SOCIAL PRO]ECTS 
T
56. Also in December the Commission approved the financing of seven social
projects :
In the Repirblic of Upper Volta:
Extensions to the water supply for the capital, Ouagadougou. When this scheme
is completed, it should cover normal requirements for several years, allowing for
the probable growth of the population.
The provisional commitment is 1 754 000 units of account.
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iIn the Republic of Dahojmef (three projects):
The building and equipment of : 
I
a) a co-educational lyc6e at Palakou for 600 pupils, inctudin! 300 boarders;
b) a secondary school ut AmrfV for 250 girls, including 160 boarders;
c) 20 three-class primary schools and 20 teachers' quarters.
This operation is the first instalme
development in Dahomey.
The ouflay is estimated at 2 471
nt of a long-term programme of educational
000 units of account.
In the Republic of Togb (three projects):
.-l
Improved water supply for Lom6. The adaptation of the water supply system
to current requirements is essential to the harmonious development of the capital
of Togo. The scheme will increase the supply of drinkinf water from 2b00
to 5 000 m3 per day in 1964-1965.
The cost is estimated at 677 00d units of account.
I
Emergency aid
The provision of earth-moving dquipment to make good the damage caused in
various regions of Togo and particularly in Lom6 by cloud-burst during the 1962
rainy season 
i
i
This emergency aid will cost 61 000 units of account.
IIn the Central Af rica, T.rublic:
Topographical and geological surveys with a view to subsequent improvements
to the Bangui-M'Baiki road (102 km.).
The cost of these surveys is estirhated at 105 000 units of account.
i
SIGNATURE OF FINANCING AGREEMENTS:
l
57. The following financing agreements were signed in December :
a) With the Republic of Mali for a social project to cost 1 944 000 units of
account; 
Ib) With the Republic of Gabon for an economic project to cost 2 528 000 units
oi account; I
c) With the Republic of Togo lfo, 
", 
economic ploject to cost 968 000 units
of account; 
;
d,) With the Republic of Madagascar for three economic projects to cost
8 872 000 units of account; 
:
e) With the Islamic Republic of Mauritania for two economic projects to cost
2 556 000 units of account;
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OPERATIONS OF THE EUROPEAIY DEVELOPMENT FT]hID
Financing approved at 31 December 1962
(in thousand units of account)
Congo (Leopoldville)
Rwanda
Burundi
Total
Cameroun
Central African Republic
Comoro'Islands
Congo (Brazzaville)
Ivory Coast
French Somaliland
Dahomey
Gabon
Guadeloupe
Guiana
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
New Caledonia
Polynesia
Senegal
Chad 
,
Togo
R6union
Martinique
Algeria (incl. Sahara)
Group of Statei
St. Pierre et Miquelon 
,
Total
Somalia
New Guinea
Countries or territories Number of projects Toial amount
388 527
4760
8
10
8
26
:
23
l8
6
13
16-
2
t5
13
3
I
10
35
22
9
5
5
I
t9
l5
t7
4
a
9
2
1
Grand total 304
13 334
4t9 460
5 482
4 844
2 513
42 615
t2 117
2 636
t4 637
28287
t 255
12987
12 866
4 2tt
2 005
24 793
48 503
30 242
12 336
24 630
I 560
2 474
34 606
21 360
13 408
5 328
4 567
20 427
5 132
3 545
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t2 839
266
4
8
il With the Republic of lvory Coast for an economic project to cost
2 431 000 units of account; I
g) With the Republic of Ca{reroi:n for one social project and two economic
projects to cost 8 592 000 units of account; \
lr) With the Republic'of Mal{ for one social project and two economic piojects
to cost 13 206 0b0 units of acCount;
i) With the Republic of Uppelr Volta for a social project to cost 1 754 000 units
of account; 
I
il With the Republic of Nigei for an economic project to cost 11 578 000 units
of account. 
I
i
ADMINISTRATIVE,q.TTA.TTS
I
Budget matters 
I
I
Budget f or the f inanciu, , ear t963'
58. At its session on 17, tS a|d 19 December 1962 the Council adopted the EEC
draft budget for the financial year 1963 without amendment, subject 
-to the
. approval of ttre ECSC Commitiee of Presidents for the section concerning the
' joint institutions and the Couricils.
I
The Community's budget is for a total of 52 019 197 units of account.
I
Draf t supplementary budget f or the f inancial y ear 1962
59. The Council also'drew u'p a draft supplementary budget. The Commission
had introduced a preliminary draft as a result of the entry into force of the new
salary scale for members pi ttre Court of Justice and of the Commission, the
Rbgulation fixing the statute bf service for officials and the rules-applic-able.to
othlr employees and the Regulation establishing the procedure for the application
of the tax on emoluments. I
IExtension of the period f or implementing th e 1962 budget
60. At this December sessiop the Council adopted the Commission's proposal
to extend the period for impiementing the 1962 budget until 31 March 1963.
'l
Staff movements 
I
I
61. M. V. Fizzarotti, head bf the Common External Tariff Division in the
Customs Directorate (Inteinal, Market Directorate General) has been appointed
Director of the Movement of Goods Directorate in the Directorate General..
M. G. De Muynck, Director General for Social Affairs, has retired after serving
on the Commission since 1958.
g
M' Levi Sandri, member of the Commission and President of the Social Affairs
9.o.yp, delivered a _speech on this occasion paying tibute to t t. o" M"y;r;
s.terling qualities. He had taken over the ihd Dlectorate General for -SocialAffairs at a most difficult time, when.the procedure for implementing tn" tirtyof Rome was-being prepared, and his dxperience and drganizi"g"ubility-haf
proved invaluable.
!f. E. Gamb_elli, Director of the Trade Directorate in the Overseas DevelopmentDirectorate General has resigned. He left the Commission on 31 December'tgjO.
M' C. Valdambrini, head of the Livestock Produce and Processed Goods Divisionln the Agricultural Markets Directorate, Directorate General for Agriculture has
resigned. He left the Commission on 31 December 1962.
Y. .R, .Steym-aerts, head of the Special Group for Agricultural Statistics in theStatistical office of the European communitiej has reiigned. He left the Com-
mission on 31 December 1962.
MISCELLANEOUS
Workers' incomes and social security
62. The Statistical. Office. 9f_ thg European Communiries recently issued twonew publications in its Social Statistics selies : one on workers' inc6mes in four-
teen branches of industry, the other on social security statistics
Tl. {q9y of workers' incomes in fourteen branches of industry in the EEC(No. 3/62) follows on from the study of rabour costs (No. 3/6ri and examines
the.results of the 1959 enquiry into wages, this time from the angte of worters
incomes. It contains extensive statistical material, with analyses of the structure
of net income and of the part played by the various factori which determine it(hours-worked, family allowance-s, sociai security contributions dnd income tax).One of the interesting- aspects of this study is that it considers in turn, for eac'h
country and branch of industry investigated, the level of the worker's net income
.as a function of his_family situation (single, married with no children, married
with one to five children).
T!e-publication on social_security statistics (No. a/62) covers the years 1955-
1960 and, following a uniform plan, gives a series of statistics on-the various
social security systems. In addition to statistics on total numbers of persons
insured and on the cost of social insurance (revenue and expenditure), some
indication- is given of the relative importance of the different fustems fiom thedemographic and economic points of view.
Ther-e_is an appendix giving a useful picture of the development from 1955
to 1962 of rates of social security contributions and of the ctiling for earnings
on which contributions have to be paid under the various systems.
These publications are obtainable from the sales and subscription offices listed
on the cover of this Bulletin
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nix-Rheinrohr AG).
6
I
I
I
I
Court of lustice ol the EuropeAn Communities
I
case book of the court, volurLe vIII. Subscription : Bfrs 350 (FF 34).'l
Section 3 : Judgements of the Crcurt and conclusions of the advocates-gen:3| in
consolidated uciions 42 and 49'/59 
- 
third-party opposition (Breedband NV v'
Societe des Aci6ries du Templd, the ECSC Higtr Authority, Xoninklijke Neder-
landsche Hoogovens en Staalfibrieken NV ind Societi Breda Siderurg-ica);
consolidated ultiont 9 and 72/'60 
- 
third-party opposition (Government of the
Kift;;; 
"i Belgium v. Antoind Vloeberghf SA-and 
the ECSC High Authority);
.r.JigiO0 1I-o"uis Worms v. the ECSC High Au_tho1i_ty); case 9/61 (Govern-
."rt of'the Kingdom of the Ndtherlands v. th'e ECSC High A_uf9rity,-suppo-rted
ilV'dfrrrU"rnug"E d" France anil t*o other interveners); case 14161 (Koninklijke
I.iederlandsche"Hoogovens en Staalfabrieken NV v. the ECSC High .Authority,
;r;;;;i;d by Societ'e des Aci6iies du Temple); case 16161 (Acciaierie Ferriere
.-i.'ona.ii. di Mod.nu v. the ,ECSC Higtr Authority); cjns^olidated actions 17
ina za/or (Kliickner-'iverke AG a1a }9!1c!-19 y' the ECSC Hlgl flftg'J?l;
\
;;:" t;ifiil;;;;;;;; AG t ir," icsc High Authoritv, suppoited bv Phoe-
lX. lnstitutions and organs
'.,
A. THE COUNCIL
87th session
The 87th session of th6 council, on agriculture, was held on 3 and 4 Decem-ber 7962 under the chairmanship of M. Mariino Rumor, Italian Minister ofAgriculture.
The council formally approved th-e texts, in the four community languages, of
a decision on the co-ordination_of_agricultural structure policies aaop"tedat its
session of 14 and 15 November.lg62lr) and of two regulaiions 
- 
ore amending
th-e description of dressed- slaughtered chickens, the otf,er increasing the amouni
of the_ levies- on imports into France of slaughiered fowls, chickens- and turkeysfrom Luxembourg $.
The council 
_adopted .a_ regulation extending until 2g February 1963 councilRegulations Nos. 42, 45, 46 and )16 rerating to eggs for hatching ano pouttryihicks (3).
It continued its examinations of draft regulations for the gradual establishment
of a common organization of the market in the rice, milk aid dairy products anabeef sectors. '
There was further discussion on the outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in theMiddle East, with_particular reference to the possibility of a Community coniri-bution to the FAO plan.
88th session
The 88th session was held on 3 and 4 December tgoz, wiitnM. Emilio colombo,Italian Minister of Industry and Commerce, in the chair.
on the basis of proposals by the commission, the council approved a number
of decisions on tariff matters. These are dealt with in chapter vIII, sec. 19 of
this Bulletin
The council also decided, under Article 25 (l) of the Treaty, to increase from950 to 1 400 tons the nil duty tariff quota for 1962 granied to the Federal
Republic of Germany for hydrogenated resins under heading ex 3g.0g c of the
common customs tariff (quota granted by council Decisioni of 2 April 1962).
on agriculture, the council continued its work on the commission's proposal
concerning the maintenance of quantitative restrictions and the co-ordination of
Member_States'- imp-orts from state-trading countries of froducts subject toCouncil Regulations Nos. '19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
(1) See official gazette of rhe European communities No. 136, dated t7 Decembei 1962.(2) Ibid. No. 13I, dated 8 December 1962.
(3) Ibid. No. 140, dated 28 December 1962.
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IAfter hearing M. Mansholt, Vice-President of the EEC Commission, on the
implementation of the common agricultural policy during the previous quarter,
the Council agreed to request the Commission to keep it regularly informed on
this subject.
It resumed its work on the harmonization of relations between the Community
and the associated African States and Madagascar
A regulation was adopted on the organization of three inquiries into wages in
the EEC's manufacturing industries for 1963, 1964 and 1965 (see Chapter VIII,
sec. 40). " 
l
The EEC and EAEC Councils took note of the resolutions and opinions adopted
by the European Parliament at its session of 19 to 24 November 1962.
89th session
The 89th session was held on 13 December 1962 under the chairmanship of
M. Mariano Rumor. The session was devoted to agriculture.
Formal approval was given to thL texts, in the four official Community languages,
of the following regulations : i
a) Regulation extending until 28 February 1963 Council Regulations Nos. 42,
45,46 and 116 on eggs for hatching and poultry chicks (r);
b) Regulation fixing the amount of levies on imports from non-member countries
The Council decided to refer tol the European Parliament for an opinion a draft
directive submitted by the Commission under Article 43 of the Treaty concerning
certain problems of-public health control in intra-Community trade in swine
and bovines and the-draft regulation submitted by the Commission under the
same Article on the fixing of the amount of coarse grain required to produce 1 
-kg
of poultry eggs for hatching and on the stamping of eggs fo_r hatching. It decided
to iefer inJaratt directive to the Economic and Social Committee also for its
of live pigs and pig carcases (1).
opinion.
90th session
The Council held its 90th session on 17 and 18 December 1962, with M. Emi-
lio Colombo in the chair 
i
The Council approved the text, in the official languages of the Community, of a
second directivg proposed by the Commission, on the implementation of Arti-
cle 67 of the Treaty (). 
,
It agreed to refer to the Eurdpean Pariiament and the Economic and Social
Comhittee for their opinions the following three drafts :
a,) Directive pursuant to ArticlJs 63 and 106 (3) of the Treaty, for the liberaliz-
aiion of transiers arising from invisible transactions not connected with the move-
ment of goods, services, canital or persons;
() See official gazette of the Europian Communities No. 140, dated 28 December 1962'
121 lbid. No. 9, dated 22 lanuary 1963.
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2_ ?it^t_.jtl: :1t: alignment of legislative and administrative provisions concern-tng pnarmaceutrcals.
on a proposal by the. commission, the council decided to suspend temporarilyfor._1963, under Artic,le 28 of the treaty, certain duties in the-comrnon customstariff (see Chapter VIII, sec. 19).
Under A$-cle 25- (1) 9f th: Tr9g,y, the 9o_uncit granted tariff quoras for 1963to several Memb-er States (see Chipter VIII, sec."l il. - - --
The council reached. agreement on the common attitude of the Member Statesfor the fifth ministerial- meeting with the associated African States and Mada-gascar, scheduled for 19 December 1962.
.I.t wa1 decided to publish the Association Agreement with Greece, together with
'the relevant documents, in the official gazetie of the European-co.rfruniti., o.
After 
.noting the resolution passed by the Eurbpean parliament on the draft
operational^budgets of EEC and EAEC for the financial y"ii iioz, tr," counciis
of the two communities, in accordance with the provisioni'of articrrs fi7 and2o3of the Treaties of Romc, 
.agopqq their budgets 6n the basis of thi drafts t;pr;;aat their session of.22 October 1,962.
D) Directive on the harmonization of Member
taxes;
States' Iegislation on turnover
B. THE COI]RT OF JUSTICE
Judgements
on 14 December oaz tne court of Justice gave judgement in the following
cases (2) :
I. Consolidated cases 2 and 3/62 :
The commission of the EEC v. the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the King-dom of Belgium.
On 20 February 1962 the Commission submitted to the Court of Justice of theFuropean communities, in pursuance of Articre 169 (2) of the Treaty, u 
-otionfor a judgment that the Kingdom of Belgium and the 'Grand ouctry'or ruxern-pourg, by-increasing the special.duty imp6sed on imports of ,,pain i'epi.i;; unaby extending this duty to similar-products, had infringeo .zirticte 12 of .theTreaty (3).
In its judgement of 14. Decembe_r 1962, the court declared to be contrary to theTreaty the action taken by Belgium and Luxembourg in increasing, aftir
(]) !:" official gazntte of. the European communities, dared 1g February 1963.
1z'1 tbid. No. 8, dated 21 January 1963. ,(r) See Bulletin 5-62, Chap. V, C.
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1 January 1958, the special duty lharged on the issue of import licences for " pain-
d'6pice"'and in extending this-duty to similar products under heading 19.03 of
the common custom tar'iff. fnii luagement gave entire satisfaction to theCommission 
I
In the grounds for the judgemerlt, the Court of Justice laid down the following
principles : 
I
a) An application for derogatioh from the rules of the Treaty,ganqoi have the
eifect of making lawful any-unildteral action taken contrary to the said rules and
consequently cinnot retroictively make lawful the initial infringement.
b) The procedures for derogati6n laid down in Article 226 of. the Treaty 
-a-nd
in the dicision of the Couniil froviding for the imposition of a countervailing
duty on certain processed agriculrural products cannot inhibit the comminatory
piot"au." which is availablJto the Commission by virtue of Article 169 of theTreuty. 
I
c) Under the terms of Articles I and,12 of the Treaty, a charge hav-l-ng- an effect
equivalent to a customs duty, hbwsoeve-r called and howsoever applied, may be
cJnsiJerea as a duty impos6d dnilaterally, either at the time of importation or
iuUr"qu"ntty, and, 
-Ueing 
imposed specifically on 
.a product imported from. a
Member Stiie bui noi -on a similaf nationai product, it consequently has, by
uft rirg tf,. frice, the same effeit upon the free circulation of goods as a customs
duty. - 
Id) The application of Article 95 of the Treaty cannot be extended to all and
ii,nary .tiig.sj this Article implicitly tolerates imposts upon.an.imported product
onty it the Iame imposts fall uflon national products of a similar nature.
e) Thederogations allowed in lgricultural matters to the rules for the establish-
ment of the -Common Market, bSnstitute exceptions which are to be interpreted
rtrirify 
"ra 
.unnot be extended to products oiher than those listed in Annex II
,of the Treaty. I
ll. Cases 16 and 17/62 and 19',20 2t and 22/62
a) Cases 16 and l7 /62 r .".Lin French commercial organizations (1) v. the
iouncil of the EEC. 
I
In their appeal to the Court, I thesg organizations pleaded that Article 9 ofi.grirti""^No.23 of. the Courircil, in libiralizing on 1 July 1962 trade in fruit
,*i""*i+6les of the " extra'i' class, caused slrious damage to French fruitgrowers. 
I
b) Cases lg,20,2l and22/62; certain commercial organizations in the Com-
munity (2) v. the Council of EEC.
I
(1) 
- 
National Confederation of Ffuit and Vegetable Growers'
- 
National Federation of Fruit Growers. \
- 
National Federation of Vegetable Growers'
- 
National Federation of Table drape Growers'
1z; 
- 
National Federation of Wholesale Butchers and Meat Traders'
-- 
Sti.hting voor Nederlandse Zelfitandige Handel en Industrie'
- 
Syndicate of Wholesale Paris Butchers'
- 
Zentralverband des deutschen detreide-, Futter- und Diingemittelhandels e'v'
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In their appeal to the Court, these orgarfzations attacked Article 2 (l) of
Regulation No. 26 of the council, on the ground that it gave associations of
agricultural producers the right to conclude certain agreements not necessarily
of a kind to promote the objectives of the common agricultural policy. This right
created, according to the appellants, discrimination between producers and traders
in favour of the former and to the detriment of the latter.
In two judgements of 14 December t962, the Court, accepting without reserve
the submissions of the Council, declared the appeals inadmissible and awarded
costs against the appellants.
The Court, basing itself on Article 173 (2) of the Treaty, ruled that natural and
legal persons do not have capacity to appeal for the revocation of Council or
Commission regulations. Rejecting the interpretation placed by the appellants
upon the term " decision " used in Article 173 (2) viz. that it included regulations,
the Court considered whether the official term " regulation " was appropriate to
the scope and content of the acts in dispute.
The Court ruled that an official act applicable to objectively determined situations
and carrying immediate judicial effects in all Member States in respect of cate-
gories of persons considered in a general and abstract way could not be regarded
as a decision unless it were shown that certain persons were individually
concerned. Noting finally that the members of the appellant associations were
affected by the provisions in dispute in the same manner as all others engaged
in these trades in the Community, the Court ruled that it would impair the sy-stem
of the Treaty if an association were to be considered as individually affected by
an official act affecting the general interests of the category it represented.
Since the acts in question were in fact regulations and since the appeal was not
Iodged by a Member State, the Council or the Commission, the Court was not
competent to rule upon the legality of the said acts.
lll. Consolidated cases 31 and 33/62
The firms " Milchwerke Heinz Wcihrmann & Sohn K.G., Wesel am Rhein " and
" Alfons Liitticke GmbH, Germinghadsen, Westphalia " v. the Commission of
the EEC.
These were two appe-a,ls lodged on 4 and 9 October 1962 against a decision of
the Commission of 15 March 1961, renewed on 13 December 1961, authorizing
the Federal Republic of Germany to impose a countervailing duty on imports
of whole milk powder by virtue of Article 46 of the EEC Treaty.
By its decision of 14 December 7962 the Court rejected these appeals as inad-
missible. The Court accepted in its entirety the plea of the Commission.
In the grounds for the judgement, the Court laid down the following principles :
a)'Under Article 184 of the Treaty, a party can only plead the non-applicability
of b regulation of the Council or of the Commission as a point of law ln a case
pending before the Court of Justice of the European Communities by reason of
another provision of the Treaty.
b) ln a case pending before a Court of a Member State, it is entirely a matter
for that Court to decide, in conformity with Article 177, upon the suspension of
proceedings and reference to the Court of Justice.
li 7t
movement of capital.
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C. THE MOI\ETARY COTTTEE
The Monetary Committee held its 46th meeting on 18 and 19 December 1962.
M. Van Lennep was in the chail.
,l
It resumed its discussion of imprgvements that might be made in the international
monetary system and continuia tn" second ann-ual review of obstacles to the
PTIBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOIVflC COMMI'NITY
A. Items concerning the activities
published in the official gazette of
anrl 31 December 1962
of the European Economic Community
the European Commumities between 17
, ;:#.:""*:"
I
N" 116 de M'" Strobel I Ia Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Application du rEglement no 21 du Conseil portant 6tablissement
graduel d'une organisation commune des march6s dans le secteur
des ceufs (No. 116 by M" Strobel to the, EEC Commission.
Subject: Application of Council Regulition No. 2t on the gradual
establishment of a common organization of markets in the egg
sector).
N',121 de M. De Block I la Commission de la CEE. Objet:
Contingent tarifaire accord6 pour le plomb et le zinc aux Pays-Bas(No. l2l by M. De Block to the EEC Commission. Subject:
Tariff quota for lead and zinc granted to the Netherlands).
Notice of public competitive examinations
Dispositions communes, 
- 
Avis de concours no PE 1/C (secr6-
taires st6no-dactylographes). 
- 
Avis de concours n" PE 2/C (dacty-
lographes) (General arrangements : notice of competitive examina-
tion No. PEI/C [secretaries with shorthand and typing] and com-
petitive examination No. fE 2/C [typists]).I.
THE COUNCIL
Regulations
Rdglement n' 154 du Conseil du 13 ddcembre 1962 portant proro-
gation de Ia dude de validit6 des rEglements no' 42, 45, 46 et 116
du Conseil (Council Regulation No. 154 of 13 December 1962
extending the validity of Council Regulations Nos. 42, 45, 46
and 116).
REglement no 155 du Conseil du 13 ddcembre 1962 portant fixa-
tion du montant des pr6lEvements envers les pays tiers pour le
porc abattu et pour le porc vivant (Council Regulation No. 155
of 13 December 1962 fixing the amount of levies on imports from
non-member countries of pig carcases and live pigs).
No. 138, p.2905/62
No. 141, p. 2949/67
No. 142, p.2965/62
No. 140, p.2925/62
No. 140, p.2926/62
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I
Rdglement nq 156 du Conseil du 18 d6cembre 1962 pr€voyant
des mesures d6rogatoires en ce qui doncerne les farines et f6cules
de manioc et d'autres racines et tubercules originaires des. Etats
africainq et malgache 4ssoci6s (Coupcil Regulation No. 156 of
l8 December 1962 lay'wg down derqgatory measures with respect
lo flour and starch of manioc a'nd other roots and tubers
originating in the Associated Africa4 States and Madagascar).
I
REglement n" 166 du Conseil du f8 d6cembre 1962 fixant Ia
liste des prestations et allocations de caractEre familial ou social
qui doivent 6tre d6duites de la basel imposable servant au calcul
de I'imp6t 6tabli au profit des Communaut6s (Council Regulation
No. 16i of 18 December 1962 listinlg the family allowances and
other social benefits to be deducted from the income on which
the calculation of the Community tlx is based).
I
I
I Information
I
D6cision du Conseil en date du 3 d6cembre 1962 visant i I'intro-
duction de certaines modifications ]au tu.it douanier commun(Council Decision of 3 December 1962 amending the common
customs tariff). ]
I
D6cision du Conseil en date du 3 d6cembre 1962 portant suspen-
sion temporaire, au 
.titre de I'articli 28 du Trait6, de certains
droits du tarif douanier commun (Council Decision of 3 Decem-
ber 1962 temporarity suspending cdrtain duties in the common
customs tariff in application of Article 28 of the Treaty)'
I
D6cision du Conseil en date du 3 d6cembre 1962 portant suspen-
pension temporaire du droit du tirif douanier commun pour
certaines plalues formEes de plusieurs feuilles d'aluminium de la
position ex76.l6C (Council Decisioir of 3 December 1962 tem-
porarily suspending the duty in thd common customs tariff on
certain plates composed of several alJminium sheets under heading
ex 76.1 6 C).
I
D6cision du Conseil en date du 4 ddcembre 1962 concernant la
coordination des politiques de struclure agricolo (Council Deci-
sion of 4 December 1962 on the rco-ordination of agricultural
structure policies). I
I
D6cision du Conseil du 18 ddcembro 1962 prorogeant la d6cision
du 28 juillet 1962 concernant le maintien des restrictions quanti-
tatives I I'importation par leS Etatslmembres ir l'6gard des pays
i commerce d'Etat pour les produits,faisant l'objet des rEglements
no' 19, 20, 21,22 et 23 du Conseil (Council Decision of 18 Decem-
ber 1962 extending the decision of 28 July 1962 on the. mainten-
ance of quantitative restrictions on lirnpo.t, of producis subjectto Council Regulations Nos. 19, z0,t 21, 22 and 23 from State-
irading countries into Member Statei).
No. 140, p.2928/62
I
No. l4l, p. 2951/62
I
No. 136, p.2885/62
No. 136, p.2888/62
I
No. 136, p.2891/62
No. 136, p.2892/62
No. 140, p.2930/62
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I
D6cision du Conseil du 18 d6cembre 1962 portant .suspension
temporaire, au titre de I'article 28, du Trait6, de certains droits
du tarif douanier commun (Council Decision of l8 December 1962
temporarily suspending certain duties in the common customs
tariff in application of Article 28 of the Treaty).
THE COMMISSION
Regulations
REglement no 152 de la Commission modifiant le riglement
n" 90 de la Commission relatif aux restitutions applicables aux
€xportations de c6r6ales (Commission Regulation No. 152 amend'
ing Commission Regulation No. 90 relating to refunds applicablo
to cereal exports). 
t
REglement no 153 de la Commission compl6tant et modifiant le
rEglement no 27 du 3 mai 1962 (Commission Regulation No. 153
supplementing and amending Regulation No. 27 of 3 May 1962).
REglement n" 157 de la Commission portant nouvelle fixation
du montant des pr6lEvements pour les volailles vivantes de basse-
cour d'un poids sup6rieur i 185 grammes et les parties de volailles
abattues de basse-cour (modification des rEglements n"" 77 et 136
de la Commission) (Commission Regulation No. 157 extending
the validity of Commission Regulations Nos. 77 and 136 con-
cerning the amount of the levies on live farmyard poultry exceed-
ing 185 grammes in weight and parts of slaughtered farmyard
poultry).
REglement n" 158 de la Commission portant fixation du montant
des pr6ldvements intracommunautaires pour les volailles vivantes
d'un poids n'exc6dant pas 185 grammes (Commission Regulation
No. 158 fixing the. amount of intra{ommunity levies on live
poultry not exceeding 185 grammes'in weight).
Rdglement n" 159 de la Commission portant adaptation et fixa-
tion des prix d'6cluse pour les ceufs en coquille de volaille et
volailles vivantes et abattues et fiiration du montant des pr6-
livements envers les pays tiers pour les ceufs en coquille de
volaille, les volailles vivantes d'un poids n'exc6dant pas
185 grammes et les volailles abattues (Commission Regulation
No. 159 adjusting and fixing the sluice-gate prices of poultry
leggs in shell and of live and slaughtered poultry and fixing the
amount of levies on imports from non-member countries of poultry
eggs in shell, Iive poultry not exceeding 185 grammes in weight
and slaughtered poultry).
Riglement n" 160 de la Commission portant prorogation du
rdglement no 71 de la Commission en ce qui concerne les ceufs
i couver de volaille (Commission Regulation No. 160 extending
Commission Regulation No. 71 as far as it relates to poultry
eggs for hatching).
No. l4l, p.2953/62
No. 138, p.29ll/62
No. 139, p.2918/62
No. 140, p.2931/62
No. 140, p.2932/62
\
No. 140, p.2914/62
No. 140, p.2939/62
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Rlglement no 161 de la Commissiod portaot nouvelle fixation du
prix d'6cluse et du montant des rpr6lEvements pour les ceufs
d6pourvus de leur coquille et les jaunes d'ceufs de volaille de
basse-cour, propres I des usages llimentaires, frais, conserv6s,
s6ch6s ou sucr6s (Commission Regulation No. 161 adjusting the
sluice-gate price and the amount of the levies for shelled eggs
and yolks of farmyard poultry, trest] ariea or othenpise preserved,
sweetened or not, for human consumption).
Rdglement no 162 de Ia Commissiog portant adaptation et fixa-
tion des prix d'6cluse applicable dux porcs vivants et abattus
(Commission Regulation No. 162 adjusting and fixing the sluice-'
gate prices applicable to live pigs 
"ria 
pig carcases).
REglement n" 163 de la Commissiof retatif i certaines conditions
d'octroi des restitutions applicables aux exportations de c6rdales,
(Commission Regulation No. 163 ielating to certain conditions
for granting refunds in respect of g5ain exports).
Rlglement n" 164 de la Commissiorl reportant la date i,laquelle
devraient 6tre export6es les farines de froment sous r€gime tran-
sitoire (Commission Regulation Nd. 164 postponing the date
by which wheat flour subject to transitional arrangements should
be exported).
du bl6 tendre en farine pour le calcul de la restitution i la
production (Commission Regulationr No. 165 fixing conversion
rate for soft wheat into flour for the calculation of the refund
to producers).
Information
No. 140, p.2940/62
No. 140, p.2941/62
No. 140, p.2944/62
No. 140, p,2945/62
No. 140, p.2946/62
No. 139, p.2921/62
No. 139, p.2922/62
Communication relative aux contratb de repr6sentation exclusive
conclus avec des reprdsentants de commerce (Instructions con-
cerning exclusive agency contracts jconcluded with commercial
representatives), 
I
Communication relative aux accords te licence de brevets (Instruc-
tions concerning patent licensing agrelments).
i Information
Direltives and Decisions
D6cision de la Commission autoris[nt ta n6publique frangaise
i diffdrer Ie rapprochement des droits des tarifs sp€ciaux de la
Guyane, de la Martinique et de la 
, 
R6union vers ceux du tarif
douanier commun en ce qui *n..rn"'la, tabacs fabriqu6s (Decision
of the Commission authorizing the French Republic to postpone
the ipproximation to the common lustoms tariff of the duties
on manufactured tobacco in the spec'ial tariffs of French Guiana,
Martinique and R€union).
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No. 137, p.2897/62
I
D6cision de la Commission pr6voyant les dispositions transitoires
applicables tr certaines importations de farine de bl6 en Italie
(Decision of the Commission laying down transitional arrange-
ments for certain imports of wheat flour into Italy).
European Development Fund
Modificatif tr I'appel d'offres no 223 lanc6 par la R6publique
islamique de Mauritanie) (Amendment to call for tender No. 223
issued by the Islamic Republic of Mauritania).
Avis d'appel d'offres n" 254 lanc6 par Ia R6publique gabonaise
(Notice of call for tender No. 254 issued by the Republic of
Gabon).
Avis d'appel d'offres n' 255 lanc6 par la R6publique malgache
(Notice of call for tender No. 255 issued by the Malagasy
Republic).
Modificatif I I'appel d'offres no 243 lanc6 par la R6publique
du S6n6gal (Amendment to call for tender No. 243 issued by the
Republic of Senegal).
Signature de deux conventions de financement (entre la CEE
et la R6publique islamique de Mauritanie et entre la CEE et
la rEpublique de C6te-d'Ivoire) (Signature of two financing agree-
ments: between the EEC and the Islamic Republic of Mauritania
and between the EEC and the Republic of Ivory Coast).
Avis d'appel d'offres n" 256 lanc6 par la r6publique f6d6rale du
Cameroun (Notice of call for tender No. 256 issued by the
Federal Republic of Cameroun).
Signature de deux conventions de financement (entre Ia CEE
et la r6publique f6d6rale du Cameroun et entre la CEE et la
r6publique du Mali) (Signature of two financing agreements :
between the EEC and the Federal Republic of Cameroun and
between the EEC and the Republic of Mali).
No. 140, p.2947/62
No. 137, p.2899/62
No. 138, p.2913/62
No. 138, p.2914/62
No. 138, p.2916/62
2
No. l4l, p.2955/62
No. 141, p.2956/62
ry
No. 142, p.2971/62
Delegations and Missions acaredited to the Community
Missions d'Etats tiers (Costa Rica et Thailande) (Missions of
non-member states [Costa Rica and Thailand]). No. 142, p.2971/62
General Information
Appel de candidatures pour des postes de stagiaires (Call for
applications for trainee posts). No. l4l, p.2958/62
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Communiqu6 concernant les avis de concours g6n6raux. 
- 
Avis
de concours n' CEE/Z/62 (administrateur) (Communiqu6 con-
cerning notices of public competitive examinhtions : notice of
competitive examination No. CEE/2/62 [administrative post]). No. I38, p. 2907/62
B. Recent publications of the European Economic Community
Occasional publications
8070. Rapport du Comit6 fiscal et financier (Report of the Fiscal and Financial Com-
mirtee).
1962. 152 pp. (French, German, Italian and Dutch).
Price: 17s.0d., $2.40, Bfrs. 120.
gdZt. Perspectives de d6veloppement 6conomique dans la CEE de 1960 i 1970 (Economic
Development prospects in the EEC from 1960 to 1970).
' 1962. 92 pp. (French, German, Italian and Dutch).
, Price: €1.1s.6d., $3, Bfrs. 150'
l0l1+. Fifth General Report on the Activities of the Community (l May l96l 
-
' 3 April 1962).
June 1962.307 pp. (French, German, Italian and Dutch; English to appear
shortly). t
, 
,n..: 10s. 6d., $1.50, Bfrs. 75.
Monographs 
- 
pssn6rnic and financial series
8075+. No. l/1962.
Le prix de vente de l'6nergie 6lectrique dans les pays de Ia CEE (Electricity prices
in the countries of the European Economic Community).
1962. 106 pp. (French, German and Dutch; Italian to appear shortly).
Price : € 1.5s. 9d., $3'60, Bfrs. 180.
Periodical publications
4002. Graphs and notes on the economic situation in the Community.
, Monthly, Nos. 12/1962 and 1/1963. Three bilingual editions: English/French,
French/Italian, German/Dutch.
Price per issue: 3s. 6d., $0.50, Bfrs. 25.
Annual subscription : €l.l6s. 0d., $5, Bfrs. 250.
2001. The economic situation in the Community. Quarterly Survey.
' December,l962, No. 4, 96 pp, (French, German, Iralian, Dutch and English).
Price per issue: 15s. 0d., $2, Bfrs. 100.
Annual subscription : €2.10s. 0d., $7, Bfrs. 350.
Bulletin des acquisitions. BibliothEque de Ia Commission de Ia Communaut6 6cono-
mique europ6enne (List of recent additions. Library of the Cornmission of the
European Economic CommunitY).
Bi-monthly, Nos. 21 and 22' Free. 
,, ri "
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C. Publications by the Joint Services of the three Communities
Joint Information Service
Publications by offices in capital cities :
Bonn : Europiiische Gemeinschaft (weekly);
The Hague: Europese Cemeenschap, No. 45, Iantary 1963;
Paris: Communaut6 europ6enne, No. l, January 1963;
Rome: Comuniti Europea, No. 12, December 1962;
London : European Community, No. l, January 1963;
Washington: European Community, No. 58, December 1962.
Statistical Office of the European Communities
General staristics. -] No. l/1963;
Foreign trade: Monthly statistics. 
- 
No. 1/1963.
Foreign trade: Analytical tables. 
- 
Imports: January-March 1962.
Foreign trade of associated overseas States. 
-' 
Imports: 1961.
Industrial statistics. 
- 
No. l/1963.
Agricultural statistics. 
- 
No. 4/1962.
i.
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